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Our Andiamo Travel Specialists have the 
expertise, knowledge, and relationships to create 
the independent vacation of your dreams. We will 
meet you at the airport or your cruise ship and 
transport you to your accommodation so that you 
can begin seeing and tasting the local culture.

We’ll provide hotels that match your style. We 
have 3, 4 and 5 star properties as well as villas, castles 
and farmhouses. Andiamo will arrange private cars 
with drivers, car rentals or first class rail passes 
for you to explore these beautiful countries.

A thousand mouth-watering dishes await you 
and wineries beckon you. Why not have us arrange 
cooking classes and winery visits, or join us for our 
fabulous Culinary, Gourmet and Winery Tours. We 

can set-up private or collective sightseeing for you, 
and if cruising, you can avoid long lines at the port 
by arranging a land tour with us. Why waste precious 
holiday time when we can transport you magically and 
comfortably? We expertly arrange travel for individuals 
and your customized and personalized groups.

 Call on our passion and knowledge to make your 
travels unforgettable. You can count on our expertise and 
relationships rather than on the uncertainty of leaving 
your valuable vacation in the “hands of the web.”

Our expertise and passion set Andiamo apart and 
are the ingredients for your Magical Memories.

Andiamo! Let’s Travel your Way!

experience europe your way with andiamo

GROUP TOURS 

Andiamo expertly arranges: 
Culinary, Wine, Gourmet, Art, 
Culture, Pilgrimages, Religious, 
Spa Resorts, Sports, and so 
much more. Call Andiamo to ar-
range your next Group trip.

FLEXIBLE TRAVEL 

Andiamo specializes in Flexible 
Independent Travel (FIT) with one 
stop convenience. We will orches-
trate the holiday of your dreams. 
Spend your time enjoying your va-
cation rather than arranging it!

ESCORTED TOURS

We offer the perfect pace and 
blend of sightseeing and free 
time to explore. Our tours 
are more personalized, al-
lowing you to really experi-
ence Europe

A N D I A M O  O F F E R I N G S
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The Mediterranean region is composed of many magical sun 
drenched areas, all with their own character, beauty, food and 
flavors. With Andiamo you will explore the classical, as well as 
hidden treasures.

Our itineraries represent what we love most about these lands, 
and what we want to share with you. These areas are enchanting, 
and can be visited many times, as each trip has the opportunity of 
new, exciting experiences, from culture to cuisine, from lakes, to 
beaches to mountains, and so much more.

Andiamo will provide hotels to match your travel style. We have 
3, 4, and 5 star properties as well as villas castles, and farmhouses. 
We will arrange private cars with drivers, car rentals or first class 
rail passes for you to explore these beautiful countries.

Let us arrange cooking classes and winery visits, or join us for 
our fabulous Culinary, Gourmet and Winery Tours. We can provide 
private or collective sightseeing for you, and if cruising, you can 
avoid long lines at the port by arranging a land tour with us.

Let Andiamo expertly plan your upcoming Holiday. Our Travel 
Specialists have the expertise, knowledge, and relationships 
to create the independent vacation of your dreams. Count on 
Andiamo rather than on the uncertainty of leaving your valuable 
vacation in the “hands of the web.”

Our expertise and passion set us apart, and are the ingredients 
for creating your Magical Travel Memories.
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TRILOGY BY RAIL
Rome, Florence & Venice

The Highlights of Classic Italy

days

Venice

Florence

Rome

day 1 - rome

Upon arrival at the Rome airport (FCO), private 
transfer to your centrally located hotel. Check-in 
and unpack. Time to relax and then explore this 
fascinating city.

day 2 - rome city tour

Today, enjoy an Elite Walking Tour with full visits 
to three world famous symbols of Ancient Rome: 
the Coliseum, Palatine Hill, and Roman Forum. 
Your tour starts at the Arch of Constantine, one of 
the largest and best preserved triumphal arches in 
Rome. From there our guide will take you inside 
the Colosseum, the main symbol of ancient Rome 
(skip the line entrance tickets). Next you will visit 
Palatine Hill, the location of the Roman Forum 
Archeological Area (skip the line entrance tickets). 
Views from the Palatine alone would make your 
trip to Italy worthwhile! You will also discover 
the House of the Vestal Virgins, Capitol Palace, 
Senate House, and Triumphal Arches. The tour 
ends inside the Roman Forum. (BB)

day 3 - vatican tour

Join a small group walking tour of the Vatican 
Museums and St Peter’s Basilica led by an 
expert guide (skip the line entrance tickets). You 
will explore some of its 2000 rooms filled with 
the most extensive collection of art in the world. 
Marvel at the sight of the Sistine Chapel, the most 
renowned example of papal patronage during 
the Renaissance period. Michelangelo created 
his masterpiece, The Creation of Adam, on the 
chapel’s ceiling, as well as his incomparable, 
Last Judgment, on the altar wall. Our guide will 
show you many more art treasures, and when 
we leave the Vatican Museum, we will proceed to 
the imposing beauty of Saint Peter’s Basilica. Its 
dome was designed by Michelangelo, who also 
designed the plan of this Renaissance church. 
Inside, we will experience the beauty of its world 
famous sculpture, La Pietà (another Michelangelo 
masterpiece, and the only sculpture personally 
signed by the artist). The tour ends in St. Peter’s 
Square, where you will also discover the genius 
of Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s massive, semi-circular 
Colonnade. You may decide to stay in Vatican 
City for the rest of the day, or continue to explore 
Rome on your own. (BB)

day 4 - rome - florence

After breakfast, private transfer to the Rome 
rail station for a train ride to Florence. Upon 
arrival, private transfer or self-transfer to your 
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure to shop 
and discover. (BB)

day 5 - florence city tour

Our tour starts with discovering views of the 
city from one of the most romantic panoramic 
points in the world: Piazzale Michelangelo. 
From here we will enjoy a breathtaking view 
of Florence, and of the green landscape that 
surrounds it. The tour will resume in the heart 
of the city at the Accademia Gallery. There you 
will be able to admire the original version of 
Michelangelo’s David, along with the unfinished 
I Prigioni, San Matteo, Pietà di Palestrina and 
other masterpieces. The tour will continue 
through the historical streets of Florence, and 
will take us in front of the Duomo. There our 
guide will explain the significance of Giotto’s 
bell tower, the Baptistery with its golden bronze 
doors including the famous Porta Del Paradiso, 
and lastly, the Cathedral itself with its inner 
mosaics. (BB)

9

day 6 - siena, san gimignano, chianti & pisa

Enjoy the rich history and art of Tuscany in 
a single memorable day, which includes a 
delicious lunch with wine tasting! Drive through 
the lovely vineyards of Chianti, arriving in Siena 
while the town is still asleep. It’s the perfect time 
of day to wander the pedestrian-friendly heart 
of this beautiful hilltop town. Our local guide 
will take you on a walking tour along the small 
medieval streets and squares, passing the oldest 
bank in the world, the spectacular Cathedral, 
and the Piazza del Campo -site of the famous 
600-year-old Palio horse-race. During your free 
time, explore Siena at your own pace. A short 
ride takes us to a family run wine-farm in the 
heart of Tuscany. Here we will have a traditional 
lunch of fresh, homemade products straight 
off the farm. It includes handmade pasta and 
homemade cured meats, salad and typical local 
cheese, all served with plenty of wine from the 
region: Vernaccia from San Gimignano, along 
with Chianti and Vin Santo (dessert wine). After 
lunch, we visit San Gimignano, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, famous for its still intact 
medieval town planning. It is often nicknamed 
the “Manhattan of the Middle Ages” because its 
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotels	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Airport	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers
•	First	Class	Rail	
•	Rail	Transfers
•	Baggage	Handling	of	One	Piece	of	Luggage
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	with	Hotel	Pickup	for	the	
Rome	and	Vatican	Tour

•	Rome	City	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Vatican	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Florence	City	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Siena,	San	Gimignano,	Chianti	&	Pisa	With	Wine	Tast-
ing	(Approx	12	Hours)

•	Venice	Grand	Canal	Boat	Tour	(1	hour	10	minutes)
•	Venice	Tour	(Approximately	2	½	hours)
•	Venice	Lagoon	Tour	(3	½	hours)	

 
SIGHTSEEING NOTE:  
The itinerary includes suggested sightseeing. We can 
arrange many other sightseeing options. All sightseeing 
mentioned in the itinerary can also be arranged on a private 
basis. 
 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Intercontinental Flight; Gratuities; Porterage at airport; Bev-
erages and meals not mentioned in the program; Tips, other 
Entrances and Personal Items; Travel Insurance; All that is 
not specifically mentioned above.

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
ANDIAMO	TRILOGY	BY	RAIL
Code	Name:	RAIL

famous tall, narrow towers create a skyline that 
looks a bit like a modern city. Here you have free 
time to explore the town center and the town’s 
cobblestone streets. From San Gimignano, we 
drive past hilltop hamlets until reaching the 
Field of Miracles in Pisa. Leaving the coach, we 
see an expanse of grass dominated by dazzling 
white buildings. Pisa’s Cathedral, Tower and 
Baptistery are exquisite examples of Pisan 
Romanesque architecture. The Leaning Tower is 
almost 56 meters tall (about 183 ft.), and leans 
at about 4 degrees, making it one of the most 
famous and iconic buildings in the world. (BB L)

day 7 - florence - venice 

Private or self-transfer to Florence rail and board 
your first class train to Venice. Upon arrival, 
private transfer to your hotel. A Grand Canal boat 
ride would be hard to resist as it offers you the 
opportunity to view the city from a completely 
different perspective. You’ll feel like a VIP as you 
enjoy this small group tour of the Grand Canal. 
In a city built on water, this boat tour provides the 
ideal way to admire the beauty and uniqueness of 
Venice. Our luxurious motor-launch is limited to 
a maximum of eight participants. This guarantees 
that everyone will enjoy the experience to the 

fullest, while listening to a detailed commentary 
by your expert guide. The Grand Canal Boat Tour 
finishes back at San Mark’s Square. (BB)

day 8 - venice tour

This morning join a walking tour of Venice. 
Your guide will escort you through this unique 
city, recalling its charming past. The tour starts 
in Piazza San Marco with an explanation of the 
city’s origins, history, and descriptions of the 
main monuments: Basilica San Marco, Palazzo 
Ducale, the Bell Tower, and Clock Tower. You 
will see the “Pantheon” of Venice, and Marco 
Polo’s house. Anecdotes and past and recent 
history cross each other in this beautiful cor-
ner of Venice. Return to San Marco through the 
Mercerie, a vital connection between Rialto and 
San Marco, and the main street for the city shop-
ping. Later, why not join an optional tour to dis-
cover the islands of the lagoon, including a visit 
to the famous Murano glassmaking factory. (BB) 

day 9 - italy-usa

After breakfast, private transfer to the Venice air-
port (VCE) for your flight home. (BB)
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day 1 - rome

Upon arrival at the Rome airport (FCO), private 
transfer to your centrally located hotel. Check-in 
and unpack. Time to relax and then explore this 
fascinating city.

day 2 - rome city tour

Today, enjoy an Elite Walking Tour with full visits 
to three world famous symbols of Ancient Rome: 
the Coliseum, Palatine Hill, and Roman Forum. 
Your tour starts at the Arch of Constantine, one 
of the largest and best preserved triumphal 
arches in Rome. From there our guide will take 
you inside the Colosseum, the main symbol of 
ancient Rome (skip the line entrance tickets). 
Next you will visit Palatine Hill, the location of 
the Roman Forum Archeological Area (skip the 
line entrance tickets). Views from the Palatine 
alone would make your trip to Italy worthwhile! 
You will also discover the House of the Vestal 
Virgins, Capitol Palace, Senate House, and 
Triumphal Arches. The tour ends inside the 
Roman Forum. (BB)

day 3 - vatican tour

Join a small group walking tour of the Vatican 
Museums and St Peter’s Basilica led by an expert 
guide (skip the line entrance tickets). You will 
explore some of its 2000 rooms filled with the 
most extensive collection of art in the world. 
Marvel at the sight of the Sistine Chapel, the 
most renowned example of papal patronage 
during the Renaissance period. Michelangelo 
created his masterpiece, The Creation of 
Adam, on the chapel’s ceiling, as well as his 
incomparable, Last Judgment, on the altar 
wall. Our guide will show you many more 
art treasures, and when we leave the Vatican 
Museum, we will proceed to the imposing 
beauty of Saint Peter’s Basilica. Its dome was 
designed by Michelangelo, who also designed 
the plan of this Renaissance church. Inside, we 
will experience the beauty of its world famous 
sculpture, La Pietà (another Michelangelo 
masterpiece, and the only sculpture personally 
signed by the artist). The tour ends in St. Peter’s 
Square, where you will also discover the genius 

of Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s massive, semi-circular 
Colonnade. You may decide to stay in Vatican 
City for the rest of the day, or continue to explore 
Rome on your own. (BB)

day 4 - rome -pompeii - sorrento

Self-transfer to the Rome rail station for a train 
ride to Naples. Private transfer to your hotel 
with an en route stop in Pompeii for a private 
tour. Pompeii holds an intense fascination for 
visitors today. Following the eruption of the 
Mount Vesuvius Volcano in 79 AD, Pompeii 
lay buried and forgotten for hundreds of years. 
The Town is high on the list of Wonders of the 
World, and the excavations which began in the 
18th Century, are still being carried out today. 
Our guide will take you slowly through some 
of the ancient streets of Pompeii where you 
can see the Baths, Forums and Villas built by 
prosperous Romans in the year 80 BC. Marvel 
at the fabulously preserved Frescoes which 
adorned the walls and floors of the Villas. Even 
if your interests do not lie in its history, this is an 
archaeological site that will not fail to impress! 

AMALFI COAST SPLENDOUR
Rome & Sorrento 

The Eternal City and the Splendor of the Amalfi Coast

days8
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotels	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Private	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers
•	Small	Group	Rome	Tour
•	Small	Group	Vatican	Tour
•	First	Class	Rail	from	Rome	to	Naples
•	Naples	Rail	Transfer
•	Pompeii	Private	Tour
•	Small	Group	Capri	Excursion
•	Small	Group	Amalfi	Coast	Excursion	with	Lunch
•	Baggage	Handling	of	One	Piece	of	Luggage
 
NOT INCLUDED:Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not 
mentioned, Tips, Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything 
not mentioned in “What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
AMALFI	COAST	SPLENDOR
Code	Name:	AMALFI

After the tour, continue to your hotel and check-
in upon arrival. The rest of the day is at leisure 
to discover and explore. (BB)

day 5 - capri & anacapri

No holiday in Sorrento would be complete with-
out a trip to the evocative Island of Capri. Sail 
across the Bay of Naples for the start of an un-
forgettable day. For so small an island, Capri has 
had much said, sung and written about it. The 
town of Capri is very chic with shops, hotels 
and restaurants along its winding streets. The 
main square, Piazza Umberto, has a pretty white 
church, and several open-air cafes where you can 
sit and watch the world drift by. Branching off 
the square are medieval passageways and ar-
cades filled with shops selling the handcrafts of 
the island. You will find jewelry made from coral 
and gold, high end clothing, shoes, and ceram-
ics. Admire the colorful gardens of Augustus 
which overlook the famed Marina Piccola and 
Faraglioni Rocks. There is free time for you 
to explore the elegant boutiques, or to stroll 
the cobbled streets of this tiny island paradise. 
Afterwards, return to your hotel. (BB)

day 6 - amalfi coast drive

Departing Sorrento, we join the Amalfi Coastal 
Road, one of Europe’s most scenic drives. The 

view is superb as the road twists and turns 
toward Positano. The town is built on different 
levels leading from the main road down to the 
sea, making Positano appear like a cascading 
waterfall. Our journey continues with spectacular 
views all the way to Amalfi. You have free time in 
Amalfi where you can visit the magnificent 9th 
century Cathedral, which proudly dominates the 
main square. Wander the narrow streets of the 
town and browse its many shops. Enjoy a coffee 
in a cafe, or take an optional guided boat tour 
(availability and weather conditions permitting). 
Later, you will enjoy a local lunch in the small 
village of Scala Pontone. From there you will have 
excellent views of Ravello and the Amalfi Coast. 
After lunch we continue to Ravello. Situated on 
the hillside above Amalfi, this is where you can 
enjoy the best views of the coastline looking over 
to Minori, Maiori and beyond. For the return ride 
to Sorrento, we drive to Castellammare, and then 
it’s back on the coastal road to Sorrento. (BB L)

day 7 - sorrento

Today is yours to explore Sorrento and enjoy 
more sightseeing and shopping. (BB)

day 8 - italy-usa

After breakfast, private transfer to the Naples air-
port (NAP) for your flight home. (BB)
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TUSCAN CULINARY & WINE DELIGHTS
Siena & Florence

Culinary, Wine, Gourmet, Olive Oil and Chocolate...

8
day 1 siena

Upon arrival at the Florence airport (FLR), pri-
vate transfer to your hotel. Check-in and unpack. 
Time to relax and then explore this walled me-
dieval town.

day 2 siena walking tour

Siena is a treasure trove of historical, artistic, 
religious and cultural riches. The best way to 
tour is on foot, admiring the changes to this 
town that occurred over the centuries, and en-
joying its spectacular views. With an authorized 
guide, you will see major attractions in the heart 
of Siena including the Piazza del Campo, the 
Palazzo Comunale (Town Hall), and the majes-
tic Basilica of San Domenico. You will discover 
the great tradition of the centuries old Palio, a 
bareback horse race around the city’s central 
square pitting Siena’s 17 Contradas against each 
other. Each Contrada is not simply a district; it is 
a small state, having its own legacy of traditions 
including its own flag and anthem. The tour con-
tinues with a visit to a Museum and Oratory of a 
Contrada, where you can experience the authen-
tic atmosphere of the district. This is a secret area 
with exclusive access to historical documents 
and wonderful relics of the famous Palio, which 
are not normally shown to the public. Later we 
visit the Cathedral, which is noted for its unique 
marble floor. Our tour ends with a visit to a shop 
that sells typical products of Siena, and where 
you can also sample traditional Tuscan confec-
tionery. (BB)

day 3 - siena cooking class

Late this afternoon, you will participate in a fa-
mous cooking school experience. The traditions 
of Tuscany are strongly linked to its flavors and 
cuisine. We offer our guests cooking classes in 
the typical Tuscan style to help you discover this 
area’s roots and culture in a fun, original way. 
Learn about the secrets of Tuscan cooking, its 
basic ingredients, and the magical way in which 
they are combined. From bruschetta to home-
made pici, to a myriad of crostini, you will bring 
home a bit of Tuscany to your dinner table. Fall 
in love with Tuscany through its food! (BB D)

day 4 - san gimignano, chianti & mon-
talcino

The first part of our day will be dedicated to the 
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territory of Siena. It starts with a visit to San 
Gimignano, the city of a hundred towers, and a 
UNESCO World Heritage site. Our tour escort 
will give you all of the necessary information for 
enjoying your free time in the town’s historical 
center, where you will find local artisan shops and 
millenarian palazzos. San Gimignano is also the 
birthplace of Vernaccia, a white wine which is ex-
clusively produced here. It is famous for its high 
quality and also for being the first Italian DOCG 
wine. From here we will go to Monteriggioni, the 
ancient crown-shaped fortress that was pictured 
on Italy’s old 100 lire currency. The same walls, 
which date back to the 13th century, consist of 
14 towers which Dante likened to the Giants 
of the Inferno in his Divine Comedy. After a 
brief visit, we will head to a Chianti winery for 
our lunch of salami, cheeses and other local 
products. Lunch will be accompanied by a tast-
ing of Chianti wines. Our day continues with a 
trip to Val d’Orcia, another jewel in this Tuscan 
territory, and a UNESCO World Heritage site 
since 2004. We will travel to Montalcino, whose 
Brunello vineyards have contributed to making 
this area world-famous. Our last stop will be 
in a local wine cellar where we will taste the re-
nowned Brunello of Montalcino, which is among 
the finest Italian DOCG wines. We will visit the 
wine cellar and also taste typical local products. 
Brunello, presently considered the best wine in 
the world, has its ancestral roots in the passion of 
the local people, and in their ancient wine-mak-
ing traditions handed down from one generation 
to the next. The town of Montalcino, where this 
wine is produced from Sangiovese grapes, stands 
on a charming hill that will let you relish its natu-
ral beauty. The town, its century-old fortress, and 
extraordinary wineries, is the main destination 
of our outing. Great skill in the cellar, which in-
cludes a long maturation period in casks made 
from valuable wood, makes Brunello, the most 
highly regarded wine in the world. It holds the 
title of “Italian Ambassador of the Winemaking 
World”. You will have the opportunity to taste 
prestigious wines in the best wineries of the ter-
ritory, and to discover Montalcino and its wonder-
ful surrounding area. (BB L)

day 5 - siena - florence

After breakfast, private or self-transfer to the Siena 
rail station for a train ride to Florence. Upon arrival, 

check-in to your hotel. The rest of the day is at lei-
sure to shop and to explore. (BB)

day 6 - florence city tour

Our tour starts with discovering views of the city 
from one of the most romantic panoramic points 
in the world: Piazzale Michelangelo. From here 
we will enjoy a breathtaking view of Florence, 
and of the green landscape that surrounds it. 
The tour will resume in the heart of the city at 
the Accademia Gallery. There you will be able 
to admire the original version of Michelangelo’s 
David, along with the unfinished I Prigioni, San 
Matteo, Pietà di Palestrina and other masterpiec-
es. The tour will continue through the historical 
streets of Florence, and will take us in front of the 
Duomo. There our guide will explain the signifi-
cance of Giotto’s bell tower, the Baptistery with its 
golden bronze doors including the famous Porta 
Del Paradiso, and lastly, the Cathedral itself with 
its inner mosaics. (BB)
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotels	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers	or	Choice	of	Self	
Transfer

•	Second	Class	Rail	Florence	/Siena	and	Siena/Florence	
or	Private	Transfers

•	Baggage	Handling	of	One	Piece	of	Luggage
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	
•	Siena	Walking	Tour	(2	Hour)
•	Siena	Cooking	Class	with	Dinner	(4	Hours)
•	San	Gimignano,	Chianti	&	Montalcino	with	Wine	Tast-
ing	and	Lunch	(11	Hours)

•	Florence	City	Tour	with	Accademia	(3	Hours)
•	Florence	Cooking	Class	with	Lunch	(5	Hours)	

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
TUSCAN	CULINARY	&	WINE	DELIGHTS
Code	Name:	CLN

day 7 - florence

Enjoy an authentic experience of Italian cooking 
in a small-group cooking class. First you’ll take a 
walk in the city center, and then visit Florence’s 
Farmers’ Market. Get to know the butchers, bak-
ers and farmers from whom Florentines buy 
their ingredients. In the comfort of our minivan, 
you will reach our fascinating cooking location, 
a noble villa in the Chianti countryside. Outside 
of Florence’s busy and bustling city center, you 
will have the opportunity to express your culi-
nary art under the Chef’s guidance. You will be 
welcomed by a delicious tasting of typical Tuscan 
products and fresh Prosecco wine. Next you’ll 
get your hands dirty with flour and all the other 
fresh ingredients while starting the actual hands-
on cooking lesson. The menu may vary slightly 
depending on the season and the fresh ingredi-
ents available, but among various other things, 

it will usually include pasta made from scratch. 
The class will end with a delicious lunch that 
will highlight your improved skills in the kitch-
en, accompanied by tastings of different wines 
and ending with a typical Tuscan dessert wine. 
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, this 
small-group cooking class will ensure a person-
alized experience with maximum attention from 
the Chef while you enjoy a friendly atmosphere. 
It will allow you to learn recipes and secrets that 
you can bring home with you to surprise your 
family and friends with a true Italian meal! All 
of this happens in the enchanting Chianti coun-
tryside, and culminates with the presentation of 
your Graduation Certificate! (BB L)

day 8 - italy - usa

After breakfast, private or self-transfer to the 
Florence airport (FLR) for your flight home. (BB)
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ETERNAL CITY TO THE FLOATING CITY OF CANALS 
Rome, Siena, Florence & Venice

Rome to Venice

days

Venice

Florence

Rome11
day 1 - rome

Upon arrival at the Rome airport (FCO), private 
transfer to your centrally located hotel. Check-in 
and unpack. Time to relax and then explore this 
fascinating city.

day 2 - rome city tour

Today, enjoy an Elite Walking Tour with full visits 
to three world famous symbols of Ancient Rome: 
the Coliseum, Palatine Hill, and Roman Forum. 
Your tour starts at the Arch of Constantine, one 
of the largest and best preserved triumphal 
arches in Rome. From there our guide will take 
you inside the Colosseum, the main symbol of 
ancient Rome (skip the line entrance tickets). 
Next you will visit Palatine Hill, the location of 
the Roman Forum Archeological Area (skip the 
line entrance tickets). Views from the Palatine 
alone would make your trip to Italy worthwhile. 
You will also discover the House of the Vestal 
Virgins, Capitol Palace, Senate House, and 
Triumphal Arches. The tour ends inside the 
Roman Forum. (BB)

day 3 - vatican tour

Join a small group walking tour of the Vatican 
Museums and St Peter’s Basilica led by an 
expert guide (skip the line entrance tickets). 
You will explore some of its 2000 rooms filled 
with the most extensive collection of art in 
the world. Marvel at the sight of the Sistine 
Chapel, the most renowned example of papal 
patronage during the Renaissance period. 
Michelangelo created his masterpiece, The 
Creation of Adam, on the chapel’s ceiling, as 
well as his incomparable, Last Judgment, on the 
altar wall. Our guide will show you many more 
art treasures, and when we leave the Vatican 
Museum, we will proceed to the imposing 
beauty of Saint Peter’s Basilica. Its dome was 
designed by Michelangelo, who also designed 
the plan of this Renaissance church. Inside, we 
will experience the beauty of its world famous 
sculpture, La Pietà (another Michelangelo 
masterpiece, and the only sculpture personally 
signed by the artist). The tour ends in St. Peter’s 
Square, where you will also discover the genius 
of Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s massive, semi-circular 
Colonnade. You may decide to stay in Vatican 
City for the rest of the day, or continue to explore 
Rome on your own. (BB)

day 4 - rome - siena

Rail from Rome to Siena and private or self-
transfer to your hotel. The rest of the day is at 
leisure to explore and discover this walled me-
dieval town. (BB)

day 5 - siena tour & cooking class

Siena is a treasure trove of historical, artistic, 
religious and cultural riches. The best way 
to tour is on foot, admiring the changes to 
this town that occurred over the centuries, 
and enjoying its spectacular views. With an 
authorized guide, you will see major attractions 
in the heart of Siena including the Piazza del 
Campo, the Palazzo Comunale (Town Hall), and 
the majestic Basilica of San Domenico. You will 
discover the great tradition of the centuries old 
Palio, a bareback horse race around the city’s 
central square pitting Siena’s 17 Contradas 
against each other. Each Contrada is not simply 
a district; it is a small state, having its own legacy 
of traditions, including its own flag and anthem. 
The tour continues with a visit to a Museum and 
Oratory of a Contrada, where you can experience 
the authentic atmosphere of the district. This is 
a secret area with exclusive access to historical 
documents and wonderful relics of the famous 

Palio, which are not normally shown to the public. 
Later we visit the Cathedral, which is noted for its 
unique marble floor. Our tour ends with a visit 
to a shop that sells typical products of Siena, and 
where you can also sample traditional Tuscan 
confectionery.

In late afternoon, you will participate in a cook-
ing class. The traditions of Tuscany are strongly 
linked to its cuisine. We offer our guests classes 
in this typical Tuscan style at a famous cooking 
school. Discover the roots and culture of Tuscany 
in a fun and original way by learning the secrets 
of Tuscan cooking. The basic ingredients of this 
tradition, and the magical way in which they 
come together are at the heart of this cuisine. You 
will bring home a bit of Tuscany to your dinner 
table, and fall in love with Tuscany through its 
food! (BB D)

day 6 - san gimignano, chianti & montalcino

The first part of our day will be dedicated to the 
territory of Siena and starts with a visit of San 
Gimignano, the city of a hundred towers and 
also a UNESCO World Natural and Cultural 
Heritage site. Our tour escort will give you all 
of the necessary information for enjoying your 
free time in the town’s historical center, where 
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotels	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers
•	First	Class	Rail	Florence	to	Venice
•	Second	Class	Rail	Rome/Siena	and	Siena/Florence
•	Venice	Rail	Transfer
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	with	Hotel	Pickup	for	Rome	
and	Vatican	tour

•	Rome	City	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Vatican	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Siena	Walking	Tour	(2	Hour)
•	Siena	Cooking	Class	with	Dinner	(4	Hours)
•	San	Gimignano,	Chianti	&	Montalcino	with	Wine	
Tasting	and	Lunch	(11	Hours)

•	Florence	City	Tour	with	Accademia	(3	Hours)
•	Venice	Grand	Canal	Boat	Tour	(1	hour	10	minutes)
•	Venice	Tour	(Approx	2	½	hours)	

 
SIGHTSEEING NOTE: The itinerary includes suggested 
sightseeing. We can arrange many other sightseeing op-
tions. All sightseeing mentioned in the itinerary can also be 
arranged on a private basis. 
 
NOT INCLUDED: Flight, Porterage (can be added), Gra-
tuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, Travel Insurance, City 
Taxes, Everything not mentioned in “What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	ROME	TO	VENICE

you will find local artisan shops and millenarian 
palazzos. San Gimignano is also the birthplace 
of Vernaccia, a white wine produced exclusively 
here, famous for its high quality and also 
for being the first Italian DOCG wine. From 
here we will go to Monteriggioni, the ancient 
crown-shaped fortress that adorned the head 
of Italy on the old 100 lire currency. The same 
walls, which date back to the 13th century, are 
endowed with 14 towers that Dante likened to 
the Giants of Inferno in his Divine Comedy. 
After a brief visit we will relax at a Chianti winery 
for a lunch of salami, cheeses and other local 
products, accompanied by a tasting of Chianti 
wines. Our day continues with a trip to Val 
d’Orcia, another jewel in the Tuscan territory, 
and a UNESCO World Heritage site since 2004. 
We will travel to Montalcino, which from its 
hilltop position dominates the 1500 hectares 
of Brunello vineyards that have contributed to 
making the area world-famous. Our last stop 
will be in a local wine cellar where we will taste 
the renowned Brunello of Montalcino, which 
finds its place among the finest Italian DOCG 
wines. We will visit the wine cellar and also 
taste typical local products. Brunello, presently 
considered the best wine in the world, has its 
ancestral roots in the passion of the inhabitants 
of Montalcino and in the ancient wine making 
traditions handed down from one generation 
to the next. The town of Montalcino, sanctuary 
of this wine produced from Sangiovese grapes, 
stands on a charming hill that will let you 
relish its natural wholesomeness. The town, 
its century-old fortress, and the best wineries 
reviewed in specialized magazines are the main 
destination of our outing. Great skill in the cellar, 
which includes a long maturation in casks made 
from valuable wood, make Brunello, holder of 
the title: “Italian ambassador in the world of 
winemaking”, and the most highly regarded 
wine in the world. You will have the opportunity 
to taste prestigious wines in the best wineries of 
the territory, and to discover Montalcino and the 
wonderful surrounding area. (BB L)

day 7 - siena - florence

After breakfast, self-transfer to the Siena rail 
station for a train ride to Florence. Upon arrival, 
check-in to your hotel. The rest of the day is at 
leisure to shop and discover. (BB)

day 8 - florence city tour

Our tour starts with discovering views of the city 
from one of the most romantic panoramic points 
in the world: Piazzale Michelangelo. From here 
we will enjoy a breathtaking view of Florence, 
and of the green landscape that surrounds it. 
The tour will resume in the heart of the city at 
the Accademia Gallery. There you will be able 
to admire the original version of Michelangelo’s 
David, along with the unfinished I Prigioni, San 
Matteo, Pietà di Palestrina and other masterpiec-
es. The tour will continue through the historical 
streets of Florence, and will take us in front of the 
Duomo. There our guide will explain the signifi-
cance of Giotto’s bell tower, the Baptistery with 
its golden bronze doors including the famous 
Porta Del Paradiso, and lastly, the Cathedral it-
self with its inner mosaics. (BB)

day 9 - florence - venice - grand canal boat 
tour

You self-transfer to Siena rail and board your 
first class train to Venice. Upon arrival, private 
transfer to your hotel. A Grand Canal Boat 
ride would be hard to resist as it offers you the 
opportunity to view the city from a completely 
different perspective. You’ll feel like a VIP as you 
enjoy this small group tour of the Grand Canal. 
In a city built on water, this boat tour provides the 
ideal way to admire the beauty and uniqueness 
of Venice. Our luxurious motor-launch is 
limited to a maximum of eight participants. 
This guarantees that everyone will enjoy the 
experience to the fullest, while listening to a 
detailed commentary by your expert guide. The 
Grand Canal Boat Tour finishes back at San 
Mark’s Square. (BB)

day 10 - venice tour

This morning join a walking tour of Venice. 
Your guide will escort you through this unique 
city, recalling its charming past. The tour starts 
in Piazza San Marco with an explanation of the 
city’s origins, history, and descriptions of the 
main monuments: Basilica San Marco, Palazzo 
Ducale, the Bell Tower, and Clock Tower. You 
will see the “Pantheon” of Venice, and Marco 
Polo’s house. Anecdotes and past and recent 
history cross each other in this beautiful corner 
of Venice. Return to San Marco through the 

Mercerie, a vital connection between Rialto 
and San Marco, and the main street for the city 
shopping. Later, why not join an optional tour 
to discover the islands of the lagoon, including a 
visit to the famous Murano glassmaking factory. 
(BB)

day 11 - italy-usa

After breakfast, private transfer to the Venice air-
port (VCE) for your flight home. (BB)
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day 1 - lake como

Upon arrival at the Milan Airport (MXP), private 
transfer to your hotel in Lake Como. Check-in 
and relax.

day 2 - lake como

Today is yours to explore the Como area, or 
perhaps take a private excursion around the 
lake. This optional tour includes visits to 
picturesque villages, and beautiful villas which 
have unique positions on the lake. The gem of 
these properties is the historic Villa Carlotta. In 
spring, the blooming azaleas make its gardens 
a destination for nature lovers. The Villa also 
features a museum with famous paintings 
and sculptures. Picturesque Bellagio is known 
as the “Pearl of Lake Como”. The old district 
is the heart of town with its lakefront square, 
shaded promenade, restaurants and bars. In the 
picturesque Santa Maria Rezzonico, you will find 
the famous Villa La Gaeta. Built in a blend of 
Medieval and Renaissance styles, this castle also 
features Art Nouveau motifs. Two spectacular 
towers, one overlooking the lake and the other 
facing the hills, complete the building. There 
are numerous interesting villas on Lake Como 
including Villa Lucertola, Villa Pliniana, and 
George Clooney’s exquisite Villa Oleandra! (BB)

day 3 - lake como - venice

Transfer to the Como rail and rail to Venice. 
Upon arrival, private transfer to your Venice ho-
tel. A Grand Canal boat ride offers you the oppor-
tunity to view the city from a completely different 
perspective. You’ll feel like a VIP as you enjoy 
this small group tour. In a city built on water, this 
canal boat tour provides the ideal way to admire 
the beauty and uniqueness of Venice. Our luxu-
rious motor-launch is limited to a maximum of 
eight participants. This guarantees that everyone 
will enjoy the experience to the fullest, while lis-
tening to a detailed commentary by your expert 
guide. The Grand Canal Boat Tour finishes back 
at San Mark’s Square. (BB)

day 4 - venice tour

This morning join a walking tour of Venice. 
Your guide will escort you through this unique 
city, recalling its charming past. The tour starts 
in Piazza San Marco with an explanation of 
the city’s origins, history, and descriptions of 

the main monuments: the Basilica San Marco, 
Palazzo Ducale, the Bell Tower, and Clock 
Tower. You will see the “Pantheon” of Venice, 
and Marco Polo’s house. Past and recent his-
tory cross each other at this beautiful corner 
of Venice. Return to San Marco through the 
Mercerie, a vital connection between Rialto 
and San Marco, and the main street for the city 
shopping. Later, why not join an optional tour 
to discover the islands of the lagoon, including 
a visit to the famous Murano glassmaking fac-
tory. (BB)

day 5 - venice - florence

Private transfer to the Venice rail and first class 
rail to Florence. Upon arrival, check-in to your 
hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure to shop 
and explore. (BB)

day 6 - florence city tour

Our tour starts with discovering views of the 
city from one of the most romantic panoramic 
points in the world: Piazzale Michelangelo. From 
here we will enjoy a breathtaking view of Flor-
ence, and of the green landscape that surrounds 
it. The tour will resume in the heart of the city 
at the Academia Gallery. There you will be able 
to admire the original version of Michelangelo’s 
David, along with the unfinished I Prigioni, 
San Matteo, Pietà di Palestrina and other mas-
terpieces. The tour will continue through the 
historical streets of Florence, and will take us 
in front of the Duomo. There our guide will ex-
plain the significance of Giotto’s bell tower, the 
Baptistery with its golden bronze doors includ-
ing the famous Porta Del Paradiso, and lastly, 
the Cathedral itself with its inner mosaics. (BB) 
 

LAKE COMO TO THE ETERNAL CITY 
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotels	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers
•	First	Class	Rail	
•	Rail	Transfers
•	Baggage	Handling	of	One	Piece	of	Luggage
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	with	Hotel	Pickup	for	Rome	
and	Vatican	tour

•	Venice	Grand	Canal	Boat	Tour	(1	hour	10	minutes)
•	Venice	Tour	(Approximately	2	½	hours)
•	Florence	City	Tour	with	Accademia	(3	Hours)
•	Siena,	San	Gimignano,	Chianti	&	Pisa	With	Wine	
Tasting	(Approx.	12	Hours)

•	Rome	City	Tour	(3	hours)
•	Vatican	Tour	(3	hours)	

 
OPTIONAL TOUR: Lake Como Boat Excursion 
 
SIGHTSEEING NOTE: The itinerary includes suggested 
sightseeing. We can arrange many other sightseeing op-
tions. All sightseeing mentioned in the itinerary can also be 
arranged on a private basis. 
 
NOT INCLUDED: Flight, Porterage (can be added), Gra-
tuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, Travel Insurance, City 
Taxes, Everything not mentioned in “What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	COMO	TO	ROME

day 7 - siena, san gimignano, chianti & pisa 
with wine tasting

Enjoy the rich history and art of Tuscany in a sin-
gle memorable day, which includes a delicious 
lunch with wine tasting! Drive through the lovely 
vineyards of Chianti, arriving in Siena while the 
town is still asleep. It’s the perfect time of day to 
wander the pedestrian-friendly heart of this beau-
tiful hilltop town. Our local guide will take you on 
a walking tour along the small medieval streets 
and squares, passing the oldest bank in the 
world, the spectacular Cathedral, and the Piazza 
del Campo -site of the famous 600-year-old Palio 
horse-race. During your free time, explore Siena 
at your own pace. A short ride takes us to a family 
run wine-farm in the heart of Tuscany. Here we 
will have a traditional lunch of fresh, homemade 
products straight off the farm. It includes hand-
made pasta and homemade cured meats, salad 
and typical local cheese, all served with wines 
from the region: Vernaccia from San Gimignano, 
along with Chianti and Vin Santo (dessert wine). 
After lunch, we visit San Gimignano, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, famous for its still intact 
medieval town planning. It is often nicknamed 
the “Manhattan of the Middle Ages” because its 
famous tall, narrow towers create a skyline that 
looks a bit like a modern city. Here you have free 
time to explore the town center and cobblestone 
streets. From San Gimignano, we drive past hill-
top hamlets until reaching the Field of Miracles 
in Pisa. Leaving the coach, we see an expanse 
of grass dominated by dazzling white buildings. 
Pisa’s Cathedral, Tower and Baptistery are exqui-
site examples of Pisan Romanesque architec-
ture. The Leaning Tower is almost 56 meters tall 
(about 183 ft.) and leans at about 4 degrees, mak-
ing it one of the most famous and iconic build-
ings in the world. (BB L)

day 8 - florence - rome

Transfer to the Florence rail and first class rail 
to Rome. Upon arrival, private transfer to your 
centrally located hotel. Time to relax and then ex-
plore this fascinating city.

day 9 - rome city tour

Today, enjoy an Elite Walking Tour with full visits 
to three world famous symbols of Ancient Rome: 
the Coliseum, Palatine Hill, and Roman Forum. 
Your tour starts at the Arch of Constantine, one 
of the largest and best preserved triumphal arch-
es in Rome. From there our guide will take you 
inside the Coliseum, the main symbol of ancient 
Rome (skip the line entrance tickets). Next you 
will visit Palatine Hill, the location of the Roman 
Forum Archeological Area (skip the line entrance 
tickets). Views from the Palatine alone would 
make your trip to Italy worthwhile! You will also 
discover the House of the Vestal Virgins, Capitol 
Palace, Senate House, and Triumphal Arches. 
The tour ends inside the Roman Forum. (BB)

day 10 - vatican tour

Join a small group walking tour of the Vatican 
Museums and St Peter’s Basilica led by an 
expert guide (skip the line entrance tickets). You 
will explore some of its 2000 rooms filled with 
the most extensive collection of art in the world. 
Marvel at the sight of the Sistine Chapel, the most 
renowned example of papal patronage during 
the Renaissance period. Michelangelo created 
his masterpiece, The Creation of Adam, on the 
chapel’s ceiling, as well as his incomparable, 
Last Judgment, on the altar wall. Our guide will 
show you many more art treasures, and when 
we leave the Vatican Museum, we will proceed 
to the imposing beauty of Saint Peter’s Basilica. 
Its dome was designed by Michelangelo, who 
also designed the plan of this Renaissance 
church. Inside, we will experience the beauty of 
its world famous sculpture, La Pietà, (another 
Michelangelo masterpiece, and the only 
sculpture personally signed by the artist). The 
tour ends in St. Peter’s Square, where you 
will also discover the genius of Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini’s massive, semi-circular Colonnade. 
You may decide to stay in Vatican City for the 
rest of the day, or continue to explore Rome on 
your own. (BB)

day 11 - italy-usa

Private transfer to the Rome airport (FCO) for 
your return flight. (BB)
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PRIVATE TUSCAN WINE & SAFFRON EXPERIENCE
Siena & Florence 

Culinary, Wine, Gourmet, Olive Oil and Chocolate...

8
day 1 - florence - siena

Welcome to Tuscany! Arrival in Florence airport 
and private transfer to the selected hotel in Siena. 
In the evening welcome aperitif in Il Campo 
square and dinner in a refined restaurant. (D)

day 2 - siena 

In the morning enjoy a 3 hour walking tour 
with our passionate and experienced guide. 
Then meet our host for our “Osteria” tour. You 
will visit three historical osterias in downtown 
Siena where you will taste delicious typical 
products such as ham, salami and Tuscan cold 
cuts, pecorino cheese, pasta with ragout sauce, 
panforte, cantucci and vinsanto. In the evening 
private wine tasting in the centenary cellar of 
Palazzo Cinotti. (BB L)

day 3 - a day in chianti

In the morning, depart for the Chianti area to 
experience a hands on cooking class in a typi-
cal restaurant. This is where you will learn all 
the techniques and secrets for the preparation 
of our typical Tuscan recipes! Afterwards enjoy a 
wonderful lunch made from the dishes you have 
prepared. In the afternoon you will reach a typi-
cal medieval village where you can take a relax-
ing stroll. Afterwards we go to a boutique winery 
with a visit to its aging cellars and the tasting of 
refined wines. (BB L)

day 4 - brunello di montalcino wine tour

Discover the Brunello wine area while admiring 
beautiful landscapes of rolling hills and elegant 
rows of cypress trees and vineyards. We’ll stop 
in the medieval village of Montalcino and take 
a pleasant walk through its lovely center. Next 
we reach a boutique winery for a visit to the ag-
ing cellars, and a tasting of Rosso and Brunello 
wines! From there we visit Sant’Antimo Abbey, 
one of the most beautiful Romanesque church-
es in Italy. Later we reach a biodynamic winery 
where we will experience a terrific lunch using 
traditional seasonal recipes, and served with lo-
cal wines. (BB L)

day 5 - val d’orcia gourmet tour

Start a pleasant journey toward the Valdorcia and 
southern Tuscany. Crossing the gentle rolling hills 
you will fall in love with unique landscapes! We’ll 

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Overnight	in	Florence	at	Hotel	Santa		Maria	Novella	(4	
star)	or	similar	(2		nights)	accommodation	in	Double	
Deluxe	with	view	over	the	famous	piazza	&	church	
including	breakfast

•	3	private	transfers	(one	of	which	with	an	en	route	tour)	
•	Welcome	aperitif	and	dinner	in	Siena	downtown
•	2	guided	visits	with	English	speaking	guides	(Siena	
and	Florence	),	admissions	not	included

•	1	day	trip	to	Chianti	with	cooking	class	and	lunch,	and	
1	winery	visit	and	tasting

•	1	Brunello	Wine	tour	including	2	wineries	with	visit,	
lunch	and	tasting	of	the	wines	produced

•	1	Val	d’Orcia	Gourmet	tour	including	the	visit	and	
tasting	of	extra	virgin	oil	in	a	“frantoio”	(olive	press),	al	
fresco	lunch	in	an	organic	farmhouse

•	1	Cinta	Senese	&	Saffron	tour	(on	the	way	to	Florence	
)	including	the	visit	and	tasting	of	“cinta	senese”,	the	
Montagnola,	and	lunch	in	an	organic	farm	with	the	
production	of	saffron 
 
NOTE: All services will be arranged with Mercedes Sedan or 
Van & experienced English speaking driver/guide. 
 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner
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CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	TUSCAN

stop in the charming village of Pienza to take a 
pleasant walk enjoying stunning views from the 
medieval path. This area is known for the produc-
tion of exquisite Tuscan products such as extra vir-
gin olive oil that you will enjoy from a typical olive 
press in Petroio village. An al fresco lunch is served 
at an organic farmhouse immersed in the Orcia 
Park. Savor the farm’s own organic products and 
relish an authentic Tuscan experience. (BB L)

day 6 - cinta senese & saffron tour

On the way to Florence explore the Montagnola 
& San Gimignano areas. Here some very famous 
DOP Tuscan products are made following restric-
tive rules that guarantee their authenticity. We’ll 
reach a family run farm in the Montagnola and 
experience the tasting of “Cinta Senese”, cured 
meat made from an ancient race of white and 
black pigs distinguished by the thick white stripe 
that looks like a belt (cinta). Next is the enchant-
ing village of San Gimignano with its skyline of 
medieval towers. Take a relaxing stroll and en-
joy the wonderful views. Lunch is served in an 
organic farmhouse of the area, using typical lo-
cal products such as the precious spice Saffron. 
(BB L)

day 7 - florence cooking class

Meet our famous and charismatic Chefs and 
learn how to cook a nice Tuscan meal in the heart 
of Florence! Our classes are offered in our fas-
cinating cooking school, which boasts a typical 
Tuscan setting with wonderful marble kitchen 
islands to cook on. First step: little walk to the 
Central Market, grocery shopping! You will go 
shopping with the chefs at the central market 
picking up the ingredients for your lunch. You 
will meet the butchers, the bakers, and the farm-
ers selling vegetables from their gardens. You 
will learn how to distinguish the highest quality 
ingredients and taste local foods & wines! After 
this fun experience you will reach our home-like 
professional location and you will start putting 
your hands on the ingredients to create your 
own meal, driven by the expert guidance of our 
Chefs. Your menu may slightly vary depending 
on the season and the fresh ingredients available, 
but will usually be made of bruschetta, different 
kinds of fresh home-made pasta from scratch 
(i.e. tagliatelle and ravioli), sauces for the pasta, 

and a dessert. And then you will obviously eat the 
meal you prepared yourself, accompanied with 
two glasses of a selection of Chianti wines. (BB L)

day 8 - italy - usa

Private transfer to Florence airport. (BB)
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day 1  - milan - turin

Arrival in Milan Malpensa airport and private 
transfer to the selected hotel in Turin

day 2  - turin

In the morning meet our passionate and 
experienced guide. Enjoy a walking tour of 
Turin (3 hours), where you will discover the 
art, history and culture of the city. See piazzas 
with splendid Baroque Palaces, Piazza Castello 
with the Royal Palace, Palazzo Madama and the 
Cathedral of Turin. (BB)

day 3 - langhe area

In the morning private transfer to Monforte 
d’Alba in the Langhe region. Sightseeing in-
cludes gentle hills and vineyards, ancient castles 
and hilltop villages. We’ll stop en route in the 
enchanting village of La Morra with its stunning 
view of the wine country! Next we reach a bou-
tique winery where we enjoy a tasting of superb 
Barolo and Nebbiolo wines. A wonderful lunch 
is served in a typical restaurant with tradition-
al Piedmontese recipes such as “ravioli al plin”, 

“tajarin”, and “carne battuta al coltello”. Admire 
the stunning views as you dine! (BB L)

day 4 - barolo wine tour

Today we have a pleasant drive through the 
Barolo wine country, a truly wonderful experi-
ence not to be missed! Cross the Langhe area 
with its fantastic landscapes of ancient castles, 
hilltop villages, nut trees, and the Nebbiolo vine-

PIEDMONT WINERY TOURS & TASTING 
Turin & Monforte d’Alba 
Delicious Regional Cuisine

days6
NCE

CROAT

BOSN
HERZ

Milan

Langhe
Torino

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Overnight	in	Turin	(2	nights)	-	accommodation	in	
Double	Deluxe	including	breakfast

•	Overnight	in	Monforte	d’Alba	(3	nights)	-	accommo-
dation	in	Double	Deluxe	including	breakfast

•	3	private	transfers	(one	of	which	has	a	tour	en	route	)
•	Turin	guided	visit	with	English	speaking	guide	(3	hrs.)	
(admissions	are	not	included)

•	Stop	in	La	Morra	village	with	winery	visit	and	lunch	
en	route	to	Monforte

•	1	Barolo	wine	tour	including	2	winery	visits	and	tast-
ing;,	lunch	in	typical	restaurant

•	1	Barbaresco	wine	tour	including	2	winery	visits	and	
tasting;	lunch	in	typical	restaurante	
 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included” 
 
NOTE: All the services will be arranged with Mercedes 
Sedan or Van and experienced, English speaking driver/
guide.

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING	
Code	Name:	PIEDMONT

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

yards. We’ll visit the charming villages of Barolo 
and Serralunga and enjoy 2 boutique wineries 
with tastings of their superb wines (usually one 
winery in the morning and one in the afternoon). 
Lunch in a typical trattoria will be an unforgetta-
ble experience, savoring traditional Piedmontese 
recipes made with fresh, seasonal products. In 
the afternoon you will visit the Barolo Museum. 
(BB L)

day 5 - barbaresco wine tour

Discover the Barbaresco wine area, known for 
the aromatic and well-structured Barbaresco 
red wine produced only in this region. Explore 
Neive, recognized as one of the most beautiful 
villages of Italy by the “Touring Club”. We will 
take you to visit a small boutique winery with a 
tasting of its superb wines. Next you will go to 
Barbaresco village for your delicious lunch in 
a restaurant which follows local Piedmontese 
recipes. This afternoon we arrive at the second 
boutique winery for a visit and tasting. (BB L)

day 6 - turin - milan- usa

Private transfer to Milan Malpensa airport (MXP). 
(BB)
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SICILIAN HERITAGE
Palermo, Taormina

Discover the Enchanting Island

day 1 - (saturday) palermo

Welcome to the beautiful island of Sicily! Upon 
arrival at Palermo airport (PMO) proceed 
through the Passport Control and collect your 
luggage inside the customs area. Private trans-
fer to your hotel. The balance of the day is at 
leisure.

day 2  - (sunday) palermo/agrigento/ 
palermo

We drive through the interior of Sicily to reach 
the Archaeological Park of Agrigento. On arrival 
independent visit of the Archaeological Museum 
that offers a fine introduction to the splendors of 
ancient Akragas and gives an insight into the life 
of the Greek settlers. Then, you will visit the fin-
est of all ancient Greek sites; the complete Doric 
Temples. Return to Palermo. (BB)

day 3  - (monday) palermo & monreale

Today, a short drive takes us to Monreale with 
its magnificent Duomo. The outsides of the 
principal doorways and their pointed arches 
are magnificently enriched with carving and 
colored inlay, a curious combination of three 
styles— Norman-French, Byzantine and Arab. 
We then take a walking tour across the lively 
Ballarò Market, originating from the era when 
Sicily was occupied by the Moors; this 1000 
year old market has run much in the same 
manner for centuries. Here we have the oppor-
tunity to taste a typical palermitano dish, such 
as the famous Panelle (a thin paste of crushed 
ceci/garbanzo beans rolled into sheets, fried 
and served in pizza-like slices).,we will also 
visit Piazza Pretoria with its Fountain and Four 
Corners and will Walk through Via Maqueda 
with the external view of Massimo Theater 
(The Opera House). The visit will end in Piazza 
Politeama, from there you will have the oppor-
tunity to return to your hotel (walking distance). 
NOTE: the second part is a walking tour, and 
is operated “rain or shine”. Clients with mobil-
ity restrictions can take a taxi to return to your 
hotel at your own expense. (BB)

day 4  - (tuesday) palermo/erice, segesta, 
olive oil & winery/palermo

Early departure to tour western Sicily where we 
reach Erice uptown. The Elymians settled the 
medieval town of Erice, which was an impor-

tant religious site associated with the goddess 
Venus. Wander through its ancient streets and 
visit some of the famous homemade pastry 
shops—world-famous for marzipan candies 
and other delicacies like almond and pistachio 
pastries. Later we proceed to have a light-lunch 
in a local winery-farmhouse including tasting 
of mixed local product such as cheese, salumi, 
olives, local bread combined with their produc-
tion of olive oil and wine. This afternoon, we 
continue to Segesta, one of the major cities of 
the ancient indigenous Elymian people, to visit 
the unfinished Doric Temple, late 5th century 
BC, built on a hilltop just outside of the an-
cient city and has a commanding view of the 
surrounding area. Later we return to Palermo. 
(BB L)

day 5 -  (wednesday) palermo/ piazza  
armerina/taormina 

Today departure for Piazza Armerina. Upon ar-
rival we visit the amazing Roman Villa of Casa-
le in Piazza Armerina. The mosaics discovered 

here are celebrated among scholars of antiquity. 
This afternoon we continue to Taormina, the 
world famous resort town of Sicily. (BB)

day 6  - (thursday) taormina at leisure

Today is at leisure. The main thoroughfare 
through the village is Corso Umberto, a pe-
destrian street ideal for strolling and window-
shopping. Picturesque lanes above and below 
the Corso are interesting to explore, and there 
are lovely walks up into the hills, or down to the 
sea. Taormina has a huge range of cafes, bars, 
and restaurants where you can while away 
pleasant hours, admiring the views. Enjoy your 
day at leisure in Taormina or take an Optional 
Excursion We suggest a Mt Etna jeep ride with 
farmhouse lunch! (BB)

day 7 (friday) taormina/catania

Time to say goodbye to Sicily. Then private 
transfer to Catania airport (CTA). (BB)
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	 Palermo:	four	nights	accommodation
•	 Taormina	area:	two	nights	accommodation
•	 Daily	breakfast	buffet
•	 Airport	transfers
•	 One	light	lunch	in	a	local	winery-farmhouse	with	tasting	

of	local	dishes,	wine	and	olive	oil	tastings
•	 Vehicle/coach	with	air	conditioning
•	 English	speaking	Tour	Director/Driver-Escort	as	per	

program
•	 Local	Guide	from	minimum	6	people	on	the	tour	when	

needed
•	 All	sightseeing,	tasting	and	excursions	as	specified	in	

the	itinerary
•	 Value	Added	Tax	(VAT)

NOT INCLUDED:
Intercontinental Flight, Porterage at airport, Fee for luggage 
handling fee at hotel, City Taxes, Beverages and meals not 
mentioned in the program, Licensed tourist guide if less than 
6 people on the tour, Gratuities to Tour Director/Driver-Escort, 
Local Guide and Driver, Admission fees , Optional Excursions
Travel Insurance, Tips

ADMISSION FEES:
The price of this tour does not include Admission Fees (ap-
proximately euro 10 per person). 

•	Archaeological Park of Agrigento
•	Agrigento Doric Temples 
•	Monreale Duomo
•	Segesta Doric Temple
•	Roman Villa of Casale

Day 1 Our Staff Disposal: no
Day 2 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8:30AM to h 5:30PM
Day 3 Our Staff Disposal: from h 9AM to h 1PM half day
Day 4 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8.30AM to h 5.30PM
Day 5 Our Staff Disposal: from h 9AM to h 5PM
Day 6 Our Staff Disposal: no
Day 7 Our Staff Disposal: no

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast,	(S)	Snack (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

FEATURED PROPERTIES USED:
Palermo:  
Hotel Plaza Opera, Hotel Principe di Villafranca, Mercure 
Palermo Excelsior, Ai Cavalieri Hotel, Hotel Garibaldi 
 
Taormina:  
Hotel Villa Diodoro, Hotel Monte Tauro, Grand Hotel Mira-
mare, Hilton Giardini Naxos (seaside area), Hotel Caparena 
(seaside area), Hotel Villa Sonia (Castelmola)
NOTE: Hotels may be substituted with similar categories.

OPERATED WITH:
Up to 5 Participants: The tour is operated only with a Driver-
Guide.

From 6 Participants to 18 Participants: 
The tour is operated with a Tour Director. 
Licensed Local Guides are provided on the spot as below 
specified:
•	 Agrigento:	to	see	the	Archaeological	Park;
•	 Monreale:	to	see	the	Dome;
•	 Piazza	Armerina:	to	see	the	Roman	Villa	of	Casale;

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	HERITAGE	
Begins	on	Saturdays	from	Palermo
Guaranteed	Departure	with	minimum	2	clients	/	
Limited	to	maximum	18	clients
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day 1 -  (friday) syracuse

Welcome to the warm, beautiful and pleasant 
island of Sicily! Upon arrival at Catania airport 
(CTA) proceed through Passport Control and 
collect your luggage inside the customs area. 
Private transfer to your hotel. The balance of the 
day is at leisure to relax or explore.

day 2  - (Saturday) Syracuse/Ragusa & 
Modica/Syracuse

Today, departure for Ragusa. The city is situated 
in the Iblean Mountains and, along with Ragusa, 
it is part of the UNESCO Heritage Sites in Sic-
ily. Upon arrival, we walk through the historical 
town of Ragusa Ibla highlights the wide array of 
Baroque architecture in Sicily, including several 
stunning palaces and churches. Light lunch in 
a local trattoria. This afternoon, a short drive 
takes us to Modica a small village famous for the 
chocolate. Modica’s chocolate is one of the most 
famous products of the Ragusa area. Later, we 
return to Syracuse. (BB L)

day 3 -  (Sunday) Syracuse/Agrigento/ 
Palermo

We drive through the interior of Sicily to reach 
the Archaeological Park of Agrigento. On arrival, 
independent visit of the Archaeological Muse-
um that offers an introduction to the splendors 
of ancient Akragas. Then, we visit the complete 
Greek Doric Temples! Later, transfer to Palermo. 
(BB)

day 4 -  (Monday) Palermo & Monreale

Today, a short drive takes us to Monreale with 
its magnificent Duomo. The outsides of the 
principal doorways and their pointed arches are 
magnificently enriched with carving and colored 
inlay, a curious combination of three styles— 
Norman-French, Byzantine and Arab. We then 
take a walking tour across the lively Ballarò 
Market, originating from the era when Sicily 
was occupied by the Moors; this 1000 year old 
market has run much in the same manner for 
centuries. Here we have the opportunity to taste 
a typical palermitano dish, such as the famous 
Panelle (a thin paste of crushed ceci/garbanzo 
beans rolled into sheets, fried and served 
in pizza-like slices),we will also visit Piazza 

Pretoria with its Fountain and Four Corners and 
will walk through Via Maqueda with the external 
view of Massimo Theater (The Opera House). 
The visit will end in Piazza Politeama, from 
there you will have the opportunity to return to 
your hotel (walking distance). NOTE: the second 
part is a walking tour, and is operated “rain or 
shine”. Clients with mobility restrictions can 
take a taxi to return to your hotel at your own 
expense. (BB)

day 5 -  (Tuesday) Palermo/Erice, Segesta, 
Olive Oil & Winery/Palermo

Early departure to tour western Sicily where we 
reach Erice uptown. Wander through its ancient 
streets and visit some of the famous homemade 
pastry shops—world-famous for marzipan 
candies and other delicacies like almond and 
pistachio pastries. Later, we proceed to have a 
light-lunch in a local winery-farmhouse includ-
ing tasting of mixed local products combined 
with their production of olive oil and wine. This 
afternoon, we continue to Segesta, to visit the 
unfinished Doric Temple, built on a hilltop of-
fering a commanding view of the surrounding 
area. Return to Palermo. (BB L)

day 6 -  (Wednesday) Palermo/Piazza Armer-
ina/Taormina

Today, departure for Piazza Armerina. Upon ar-
rival, we visit the amazing Roman Villa of Casale 
in Piazza Armerina. The mosaics discovered 
here are celebrated among scholars of antiquity. 
This afternoon, we continue to Taormina, the 
world famous resort town of Sicily. (BB)

day 7 -  (Thursday) Mt Etna Jeep Ride with 
Farmhouse Lunch

Today, you will be picked up by your driver in 
an air conditioned Land Rover (or similar 4×4 
vehicle). The drive begins along the slopes of 
the Volcano to get to the nearest point to have a 
great view of the Bove Valley. We then proceed to 
an area called Piano Provenzana where we will 
see the effect of the great eruption of 2002. Next, 
we visit the lava front of 2002 and a natural cave 
created from the lava flow. After, we have lunch 
in a local farmhouse where we are served a 3 
course menu. After lunch, return to your hotel. 
(L BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	 Syracuse:	two	nights	accommodation
•	 Palermo:	three	nights	accommodation
•	 Taormina:	three	nights	accommodation
•	 Daily	breakfast	buffet
•	 Private	arrival	and	departure	airport	transfers
•	 Trapani	area:	one	light	lunch	in	a	local	winery-farm-

house	with	tasting	of	local	dishes,	wine	and	olive	oil	
tastings

•	 Ragusa:	one	light	lunch	in	a	local	trattoria
•	 Vehicle/coach	with	air	conditioning,	no	toilet
•	 English	speaking	Tour	Director/Driver-Escort	as	per	

program
•	 Local	Guide	from	minimum	6	people	on	the	tour	when	

needed
•	 All	sightseeing,	tasting	and	excursions	as	specified	in	

the	itinerary
•	 Hotel	&	VAT

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	CELEBRATION
Guaranteed	Departure	Based	on	2	Persons	/	
Maximum	18	people

day 8 -  (Friday) Taormina/Syracuse/
Taormina

Today, we depart for Syracuse, once the most 
important competitor to Athens. On arrival, visit 
through the Archaeological Park highlights the 
Greek Theatre, the Roman Amphitheatre and 
the Paradise Quarry. Then stroll through the 
streets of Ortygia Island, the heart of the city 
center. Later we return to Taormina. (BB)

day 9  - (Saturday) Taormina

Time to say goodbye to Sicily. Private transfer to 
Catania airport (CTA). (BB)

SICILIAN CELEBRATION
Palermo, Syracuse, Taormina
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DEPARTURE DATES:
The	Tour	can	start	every	day	of	the	week	and	the	
itinerary	will	be	adapted	based	on	start	date.

BEGINS ON FROM ENDS IN
Thursdays Syracuse Taormina

Fridays Syracuse Taormina
Saturdays Palermo Syracuse
Sundays Palermo Palermo
Mondays Palermo Palermo
Tuesdays Palermo Palermo

Wednesdays Taormina Taormina
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ADMISSION FEES: (approximately 10 euro per person)
Agrigento Archaeologic Museum
Agrigento Doric Temples
Monreale Duomo
Roman Villa of Casale
Segeste Doric Temple
Taormina Greek-Roman Theatre
Syracuse Archaeological Park

HIGHLIGHTS:
Syracuse: Archaeological Park and Ortigia Island
Ragusa & Noto: Baroque Sites
Agrigento: Valley of the Temples
Palermo: The Sicilian capital and capo market
Monreale: Dome and the golden mosaics
Segesta: Doric Temple
Erice: Castle built on the remnants of Venus Temple
Piazza Armerina: Ancient mosaics in the Roman Villa
Taormina: World renowned Mediterranean resort town

OPERATED WITH:
a Driver-Guide up to 5 people. From 6 people, the tour is 
operated with a Tour Director and Licensed Tourist Guides are 
then provided on the spot as specified:

•	Agrigento: to see the Archaeological Park;
•	Monreale: to see the Dome;
•	Piazza Armerina: to see the Roman Villa of Casale;
•	Syracuse: to see the Archaeological Park and Ortigia 

Island.

STAFF AT DISPOSAL:
Day 1 Our Staff Disposal: no
Day 2 Our Staff Disposal: from h 9AM to 4PM
Day 3 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8:30AM to h 5:30PM
Day 4 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8.30AM to h 1PM-→ half day 
Day 5 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8.30AM to h 5.30PM
Day 6 Our Staff Disposal: from h 9AM to h 5PM
Day 7 Our Staff Disposal: no
Day 8 Our Staff Disposal: from h 8:30AM to h 5PM
Day 9 Our Staff Disposal: no

NOT INCLUDED:
Intercontinental Flight, Porterage at airport
Airport transfers, Fee for luggage handling fee at hotel
City Taxes, Beverages and meals not mentioned in the pro-
gram, Licensed tourist guide if less than 6 people on the tour
Gratuities to Tour Director/Driver-Escort, Local Guide and 
Driver, Admission Fees , Optional Excursions, Travel Insur-
ance, Tips

FEATURED PROPERTIES USED:
Palermo: Hotel Plaza Opera, Hotel Principe di Villafranca, 
Mercure Palermo Excelsior, Ai Cavalieri Hotel, Hotel 
Garibaldi 

Taormina area: Hilton Giardini Naxos (seaside area), Hotel 
Villa Diodoro, Hotel Monte Tauro, Grand Hotel Miramare, 
Hotel Caparena (seaside area), Hotel Villa Sonia (Castelmola)

Syracuse:Grande Albergo Alfeo, Antico Hotel Roma, Hotel 
Royal Maniace, Hotel Des Etrangers, Hotel Livingston, Hotel 
Domus Mariae

NOTE: Hotels may be substituted with similar categories
MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast,	(S)	Snack (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner
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DISCOVER SPAIN
Madrid, Seville & Barcelona

days9
day 1 - madrid- arrival

At arrival, meet your private transfer driver 
who will be waiting for you outside bag-
gage claim, holding a sign with your name 
on it. Check in at your selected hotel. In the 
afternoon discover the secrets of Madrid with 
the help of an authentic Madrileño local, who 
will take you to taste the different flavors of 
our gastronomy. Enjoy this experience like 
an insider and visit popular bars that are fre-
quented mostly by Madrid’s locals. Your host 
will take you to three different locations, each 
of them famous for one particular dish, and 
will give you an insider’s perspective.

day 2 - madrid

In the morning, enjoy a private walking tour 
with your local guide. It will take you through 
the narrow, winding streets of the Habsburg´s 
quarter, the oldest part of Madrid, where you 
will discover old palaces and convents hidden 
behind walls. Walking through its alleys and 
passageways will take you back to the times of 
swashbuckling swordsmen and medieval rogues. 
Immerse yourself in our fascinating history ob-

serving the people who frequent these streets 
and squares. You will also see newer landmarks 
like Teatro Real, and Mercado de San Miguel, a 
small market that has become a gourmet Mecca, 
and is home to 33 stalls selling mouth-watering 
products. Marvel at the Royal Palace, the former 
residence of Spanish Kings. (BB)

day 3 - madrid

Meet your private driver for today’s fantas-
tic journey. Your local guide will meet you in 
Toledo where you will enjoy a half-day private 
tour. Explore this monumental city and ad-
mire its outstanding views over the Tagus River. 
Start with a walking tour of Toledo entering 
through the old quarter to visit the Plaza del 
Ayuntamiento where you will discover the fa-
cade of the impressive Primate Cathedral, the 
old Palace of Justice and the City Hall. We´ll 
continue our walk through the old Jewish quar-
ter with its narrow streets to visit the Church 
of St. Tomé which houses El Greco’s famous 
painting, The Burial of Count Orgaz. Visit the 
old Synagogue of Ste. Maria la Blanca, which re-
mains a symbol of the coexistence of the Three 

Cultures. After the journey, your driver will 
drop you off at your hotel. (BB)

day 4 - madrid - seville 

This morning, transfer to the Atocha’s railway 
station to take a high speed train to the beautiful 
city of Seville. En route from Madrid to Seville, 
we reach the caliphal city of the Omeyas in un-
der 2 hours. Here we will stop to visit the city’s 
impressive mosque-cathedral. Our private tour 
includes the old town with its Jewish quarter, 
Synagogue and Alcazar. Your luggage will be 
kept safe in our private vehicle while your driver 
takes you to the historic city for a memorable 
walking tour. A Special meal in a local restau-
rant is also possible during this stop over, giv-
ing you the chance to taste local delicacies. Later 
we drive back to the railway station to contin-
ue your journey to Seville, which you reach in 
just 50 minutes. Upon arrival, private transfer 
from Santa Justa´s railway station to your hotel. 
This evening you will witness genuine Spanish 
Flamenco. Return to your hotel by horse car-
riage and immerse yourself in the magic and 
romance that Seville offers after dark. (BB)
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day 5 - seville

In the morning, meet your professional native 
English Speaking Chef and visit a local produce 
market where you will see an incredible range of 
seafood and game along with local meats, fruit 
and vegetables. After a short walk you will arrive 
at the chef´s own home for a Spanish cuisine 
cooking class, where you´ll spend the morning 
preparing elements of the meal. After the class, 
enjoy a tapa and a sherry, then sit down to lunch 
on the terrace overlooking the Seville Cathedral 
(weather permitting). You will learn how to 
make traditional Andalusian recipes such as 
gazpacho, Spanish tortilla, seafood and chicken 
cooked with almonds and saffron. You will be 
able to choose what you would like for the main 
course and a selection of vegetables will be 
served with the meal along with one of Spain’s 
famous cold soups, together with a wonderful 
Spanish wine. (BB L)

day 6 - seville - barcelona

This morning, explore the city with your tour 
guide. Discover the streets and monuments 
of Seville like the Tower of Gold, the General 
Archive of the Indies, the Alcazar, and Barrio 
de Santa Cruz. In 1987 Sevilles Gothic cathedral 
was declared a UNESCO site. In the afternoon, 
your private driver will drive you to Seville´s air-
port for your flight to Barcelona. Upon arrival, 
meet your private driver for your transfer to 

your hotel. Explore and discover Barcelona af-
ter you get settled. (BB)

day 7 - barcelona

In the morning, meet your driver and guide for 
your private sightseeing tour. Discover the fas-
cinating world of modernist architect Antoni 
Gaudí on a private tour in the company of an 
expert local guide who will expose Gaudi´s ex-
traordinary achievements. You will also visit the 
Sagrada Familia, which is for many, Barcelona´s 
main landmark. This magnificent temple, a 
synthesis of Gaudi´s overall concept of archi-
tecture and his philosophy of life, was fully fi-
nanced by people’s donations. This is one of the 
reasons why it has remained under construc-
tion since 1882. The Roman Catholic ‘Basilica 
and Expiatory Church of the Holy Family’ is 
known as Sagrada Familia and was meant to 
be finished by 1928. Even though, the church 
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and in 
November 2010 Pope Benedict XVI consecrated 
and proclaimed it a minor basilica, as distinct 
from a cathedral, which must be the seat of a 
bishop. (BB)

day 8 - barcelona

Discover the nature, history and culture of the 
Sanctuary of Montserrat and explore the sur-
rounding Penedes wine region. We visit a local 
winery and learn about the origins of cava, 
Spain’s sparkling wine. Visit the Montserrat 

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	 Accommodations	8	nights	with	daily	buffet	breakfast
•	 Private	round	trip	transfers	in	all	airports	and	railway	

stations
•	 Madrid	Private	Tapas	Tour	(3	h)	one	drink	+	one	tapa	

are	included	at	each	visit	
•	 Private	local	guide	for	half	day	walking	tour	in	Madrid	

(3	h)
•	 Entrance	fee	to	Royal	Palace	Madrid
•	 Private	vehicle	disposal	for	half	day	excursion	to	

Toledo/	Madrid	Private	Car	Disposal	(5	h)
•	 Private	local	guide	for	half	day	walking	tour	in	Toledo	

(3	h)
•	 Entrance	fee	to	Cathedral,	St	Tome	Church	and	St	

Maria	la	Blanca	Synagogue	in	Toledo
•	 1st	class	high	speed	train	ticket	Madrid-Seville
•	 Flamenco	show	with	Museum	visit,	glass	of	cava	and	

horse	carriage	tour	in	Seville
•	 Private	local	guide	for	half	day	walking	tour	in	Seville	

(2.	5	h)
•	 Private	cooking	class	Seville
•	 Private	vehicle	disposal	for	half	day	excursion	in	

Barcelona
•	 Private	local	guide	for	half	day	Gaudi	tour	in	Barcelona
•	 Private	vehicle	disposal	for	full	day	excursion	in	

Barcelona
•	 Private	local	guide	for	full	day	Montserrat	and	wineries	

tour	from	Barcelona

NOT INCLUDED:
Inter-Continental Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not 
mentioned, Tips, Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not 
mentioned in “What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast,	(S)	Snack (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	SPAIN

Monastery where you’ll explore the monastic 
and spiritual center of Catalonia which is 
home to the famous black virgin. You’ll also 
have time to explore the magnificent Natural 
Park & Mountains with spectacular views over 
the plains. After lunch, you’ll visit a prestige 
local winery, a great chance to see exactly how 
the famous cava sparkling wine is produced 
in the vast expanse of cellars. At the end of the 
tour, you’ll get the chance to try some of the 
best cava the region produces. (BB L)

day 9 - barcelona

Private transfer to the Barecelona airport. (BB)
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DISCOVER PORTUGAL

days6
day 1 - lisbon - arrival

Welcome to the capital of Portugal, known as 
a city of seven hills. Private transfer to your se-
lected hotel. Enjoy free time to discover this 
city that appeals to different tastes and sens-
es. Lisbon is a city that makes you want to go 
exploring, to discover whatever might appear 
in every neighborhood, on every street. It’s a 
friendly city, relatively small but with so much 
to see. 

day 2 - lisbon tour + fado show

This morning’s half day private tour of 
Lisbon’s most famous sights includes the an-
cient Alfama Quarter and Lisbon Cathedral. 
We follow the River Tagus with its views of the 
Docas, one of Lisbon’s liveliest night life ar-
eas, and stop at the Monastery of Geronimos 
and Belem Tower. This evening enjoy the typi-
cal Portuguese atmosphere of a Fado show and 
Folklore dances. Dinner will include traditional 
local cuisine. (BB D)

day 3 - private excursion to sintra, cascais 
and estoril 

Lisbon’s coast will delight you today! Our first 
stop is in Sintra, a World Heritage site known as 

“Lord Byron’s Glorious Eden”. We complete our 

tour of Lisbon’s ‘Golden Triangle’ with visits to 
the coastal villages of Cascais and Estoril. (BB)

day 4 - lisbon - porto 

This morning, your driver will pick you up 
at your hotel and bring you to Porto, a World 
Heritage Area since 1996. This is door to door 
service allowing you to relax and enjoy the 
amazing landscapes! This afternoon, there is 
time to explore on your own. (BB)

day 5 - porto tour 9 + douro cruise of six 
bridges

Enjoy a half day private tour of Porto visiting the 
main sights and monuments of this coastal city. 
A study in contrasts with medieval as well as 
modern elements, Porto is extremely hilly with 
many buildings built into a cliff overlooking the 
river. On our relaxing cruise up the Duoro River, 
you will be amazed by the views! Sailing under 
six towering bridges you will experience the riv-
er’s majestic, serene beauty. (BB)

day 6 - porto - departure 

In the morning, meet your private driver will 
drive you to Porto’s airport. We wish you a good 
flight! (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Accommodation	in	hotels	selected	during	5	nights	
with	daily	buffet	breakfast

•	Private	round	trip	transfers	in	all	airports	and	railway	
stations

•	Private	local	guide	for	half	day	walking	tour	in	Lisbon
•	Entrance	fee	to	Lisbon	by	night	Fado	Show
•	Private	vehicle	disposal	for	full	day	excursion	to	
Sintra,	Cascais	and	Estoril

•	Private	local	guide	for	full	day	walking	tour	to	Sintra,	
Cascais	and	Estoril	

•	Private	long	distance	transfer	Lisbon	to	Porto
•	Private	local	guide	for	half	day	tour	in	Porto
•	Douro	Cruise	of	Six	Bridges 

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	PORT6
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day 1 - (saturday) athens

Welcome to the capital of modern Greece. Meet 
your driver outside baggage claim. He will be 
holding a sign with your name. Check in at 
your selected hotel and enjoy free time to relax 
or explore on your own. 

day 2 - (sunday) athens

This morning, you will discover the ancient 
wonders of Athens on our sightseeing tour. 
This includes a visit to the Acropolis, an an-
cient citadel located on a high rocky outcrop 
above the city. It contains the remains of sev-
eral ancient buildings including the Parthenon, 
a temple begun in 447 BC and dedicated to the 
goddess Athena. The balance of the day is at 
leisure. (BB)

day 3 - (monday) athens - mykonos

This morning, transfer to the port of Piraeus 
to begin your 4 day cruise. Our first stop is 
Mykonos, the most popular of the Greek Isles 
and home to the international “Jet-Set”. A white-
washed paradise, it is famous for its beautiful 

beaches and night life. Stroll the winding pas-
sageways and admire the iconic 16th Century 
windmills overlooking Little Venice and the 
Aegean Sea. (BB L D)

day 4 - (tuesday)  kusadasi - patmos

We stop at the Turkish port of Kusadasi. Perhaps 
take an Optional excursion to Ephessus, one of 
the most complete ancient cities ever excavated. 
It is the site of Artemis Temple, regarded as one 
of the seven wonders of the ancient world, and 
the place where St. Paul preached for 3 years. 
Next it’s on to the island of Patmos, where St. 
John recorded the Book of Revelation. (BB L D)

day 5 - (wednesday) rhodes

Today, an early morning call to Rhodes, the 
magnificent island of the roses. Enjoy an op-
tional tour to the famous Acropolis of Lindos, a 
natural citadel dating back to 300 BC. You will 
walk through winding, cobbled streets to reach 
the acropolis with its ancient ruins and coastal 
views. (BB L D)

GREEK APHRODITE

days9

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	2	nights	hotel	accommodation	in	Athens
•	3	nights	hotel	accommodation	in	Santorini
•	4-day	cruise	to	the	Greek	islands	&	Turkey	on	Full	
Board	basis

•	Half	day	Athens	sightseeing	tour
•	Air	ticket	Santorini	-	Athens
•	All	transfers	as	mentioned
•	Daily	breakfast 

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Intercontinental Flight, Porterage at airport, Fee for luggage 
handling fee at hotel, City Taxes, Beverages and meals 
not mentioned in the program, Admission fees , Optional 
Excursions, Travel Insurance ,Tips

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	APHRODITE

day 6 - (thursday) heraklion- santorini

We begin at the Cretan port of Heraklion. Take 
the opportunity to participate in the optional 
tour to the Palace of Knossos, the center of the 
Minoan Civilization referred to by Homer in his 
‘Odyssey’. Next we sail to the magnificent island, 
Santorini, believed by some to be the lost con-
tinent of Atlantis. Arrival, disembarkation and 
transfer to your selected hotel in Santorini. (BB)

day 7 - (friday) santorini

Today, is yours to explore this breathtakingly 
beautiful island on your own. (BB)

day 8 - (saturday) santorini

Day to explore and discover this island! Why 
not take a cable car to the summit of Santorini, 
or visit one of the many beaches composed of 
black, red and white lava pebbles. (BB)

day 9 - (sunday)  santorini - athens

Morning transfer to the airport for your flight 
to Athens. (BB)
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DISCOVER MALTA

days7
day 1 - arrival

Welcome to the island of Malta! Private transfer 
from the airport to your hotel of choice. Check-
in and relax. Time to discover and explore on 
your own.

day 2 -tour to valleta

We start our tour at the Upper Barraka 
Gardens with its breathtaking views of the 
Grand Harbour. We continue through the 
heart of Valletta viewing its beautiful architec-
ture and imposing facades. We visit St. John’s 
Co. Cathedral and its Oratory which contains 
Caravaggio’s masterpiece, ‘The Beheading of 
St John’. Next we visit the Grandmasters Palace 
State Rooms to admire the Gobelin Tapestries. 
We return to your hotel. Start at 0900hrs/End 
at 1300hrs. (BB)

day 3 - Tour To Mdina, Mosta, Rabat, San 
Anton Gardens & Artisans

Our first stop is at one of Malta’s most famous 
churches, Mosta Dome. During a World War 
II air attack, a bomb fell inside but failed to ex-
plode. Locals hailed this as a miracle. Next we 
visit the Medieval city of Mdina, and then on to 
the old town of Rabat where we make our way 
to the city centre. It was here in AD60 that the 
Apostle St Paul is said to have stayed after be-
ing shipwrecked. After a lunch break (payable 
on the spot) we proceed to San Anton Gardens 
which are located in the grounds of San Anton 
Palace - the official residence of the President of 
Malta. Our final stop includes a visit to an arti-
sans centre. It is the ideal place to purchase lo-
cally made crafts. We make our way back to your 
hotel. Start at 0900hrs/End at 1700hrs. (BB)

day 4 - three cities traditional boat trip

This half day tour visits the oldest part of the 
Grand Harbor. Our first stop is at the Guardiola 
Gardens with its magnificent views. We’ll visit 
Barge where The Knights of St. John first set-
tled in 1532. Our walking tour will take us to 
the heart of city where we visit the ‘Colacho’, an 
area of old Palazzos which were originally occu-
pied by the Knights. We’ll enjoy a trip around 
the harbor on a traditional Dghajsa (type of gon-
dola) or motor boat (weather permitting). Start 
at 0900hrs/End at 1300hrs. (BB)

day 5 - ghar dalam, tarxien, hypogeum, 
hagar qim, grotto & marsaxlokk

Our tour starts at the Blue Grotto with its bril-
liant phosphorescent colors. Boat trips allow 
you to explore these grottoes and sea caverns 
(it is not included in the overall price as it oper-
ates subject to weather conditions, allow €8). 
. We continue to the Hagar Qim temple site 
which dates back to 3300 BC, and has the larg-
est megaliths in Malta with some slabs weigh-
ing 20 tons. Next we visit Marsaxlokk, a quaint 
fishing village with a charming waterfront mar-
ket. After lunch we’ll stop at Tarxien, a collec-
tion of sanctuaries circa 3000 BC. We’ll visit 
the UNESCO World Heritage, Site Hal Saflieni 
Hypogeum, an ancient underground monu-
ment. We continue to the Ghar Dalam Cave that 
contains the earliest evidence of human settle-
ment on Malta going back 7,000 years. Return 
to your hotel. Start at 0900hrs/End at 1700hrs. 
(BB)

day 6 - gozo island

We start our tour to Gozo with a pleasant 25 
minute ferry crossing. We will pass through 
quaint sleepy villages and visit Calypso’s Cave. 
At Fontana Cottage you can sample local delica-
cies and have time for shopping. Lunch on your 
own will be at the bay of Xlendi. We continue 
our tour with a visit to Dwejra, famous for its 
Azure Window and Inland Sea. Here you can 
take an optional boat trip (the boat trip is not 
included in the overall price as it operates sub-
ject to weather conditions, €7 paid on the day). 
Our final stop includes a visit to Victoria and 
The Citadel where views from the fortified walls 
offer panoramas of the whole island. We go to 
the ferry terminal for our return to the main 
island. Start at 0800hrs/End between 1600hrs 
and 1700hrs. (BB)

day 7 - departure

Good bye to this beautiful island! Private trans-
fer to the Malta airport for your flight home or 
to continue your travels.in every neighborhood, 
on every street. It’s a friendly city, relatively 
small but with so much to see. (BB)

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	MALTA

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	First	Class	Hotel	Centrally	Located
•	Buffet	Breakfast	Daily
•	Arrival	and	Departure	Transfers
•	Baggage	Handling	of	One	Piece	of	Luggage
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	with	Hotel	Pickup	
•	Private	transport	with	driver	and	accompanied	by	
Licensed	Tour	Guide.	

•	Entrance	fees
•	Ferry	to/from	Gozo	Island. 

NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

NOTE: 
Times listed are suggested and can be customized to suit 
your needs. If the Hypogeum is closed for maintenance it 
will be replaced with another archaeological site such as 
Mnajdra Temples.

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner
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DISCOVER LONDON

days7
day 1 - arrive in london

Upon arrival in London, private transfer to 
your hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax 
or explore. 

day 2 -london full day tour with the 
london eye

Following our coach drive past some of 
London’s most famous landmarks including 
Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament, we 
arrive at the Tower of London where we are met 
by our very own Yeoman Warder. After our tour, 
we head to The Mall to watch the Changing of 
the Guard ceremony. Afterwards a short boat 
trip on the River Thames takes us past St. Paul’s 
Cathedral and Shakespeare’s Globe Theater. 
We then take a break for lunch, and afterwards 
there’s a photo stop at Westminster Abbey and a 
visit to St Paul’s Cathedral. Finally we board the 
Coca-Cola London Eye to view the city spread 
out before us! 

day 3 - windsor castle & buckingham 
palace

Over 900 years of royal history are waiting for 
you in Windsor Castle, which is perched high 
above the River Thames just outside London. 
After lunch we head to Buckingham Palace, the 
official London residence of Her Majesty the 
Queen. The Palace guides are on hand to point 

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Private	arrival	and	departure	transfers
•	Accommodations	in	London
•	Windsor	Castle	&	Buckingham	Palace

4-hour	tour	of	Westminster	Abbey	and	Houses	of
See	the	Coronation	Chair,	900-year-old	College	
Garden,	Poets’	Corner	and	more
Tour	of	the	Houses	and	Parliament

•	Stonehenge,	Bath,	Stratford	&	the	Cotswolds
Entrance	to	Shakespeare	Birthplace	Museum
Drive	through	the	Cotswolds
Entrance	to	mysterious	Stonehenge

•	Highclere	Castle	&	Bampton	Village
Receive	a	signed	copy	of	Lady	Carnarvon’s	
autobiography.
Walking	tour	of	Oxford	and	independent	time	for	
Lunch.
Services	of	a	professional	tour	guide	throughout	
the	day.

NOT INCLUDED: 
Intercontinental Flight, Porterage at airport, Fee for luggage 
handling fee at hotel, City Taxes, Beverages and meals 
not mentioned in the program, Admission fees , Optional 
Excursions, Travel Insurance, Tips 

SIGHTSEEING NOTE:  
The itinerary includes suggested sightseeing. We can 
arrange many other sightseeing options. All sightseeing 
mentioned in the itinerary can also be arranged on a private 
basis.

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
Code	Name:	LONDON

out the numerous priceless works of art in the 
lavishly furnished rooms. The tour ends inside 
the Palace allowing you free time to explore at 
your leisure. Note the tour is unescorted once 
we return to London, including your visit to 
Buckingham Palace. 

day 4 - day at leisure

Today is yours to explore this fantastic city. 
We suggest that you enjoy a Champagne 
Afternoon Tea at a chosen hotel or restaurant

day 5 - stonehenge, bath, stratford & the 
cotswolds

900 years of royal history are waiting for you 
in Windsor Castle just outside London. Our 
next stop is Bath, another world heritage site. 
Following our panoramic tour of the city, there 
will be time to visit Bath Abbey and Poultney 
Bridge which overlooks the river Avon cascad-
ing over the weir. You can shop, explore or take 
afternoon tea in the Pump Rooms while listen-
ing to a string quartet. Returning to London, we 
visit Stonehenge, the most famous prehistoric 
monument in the world, and now a world heri-
tage site. It stands alone in the vast empty tract 
of the Salisbury plain. Its origins date back near-
ly 5,000 years and it has been home to pagan 
and spiritual worship ever since

day 6 - oxford ~ bampton ~ downton ab-
bey’s highclere castle

Today we head for Oxford, the city of dreaming 
spires, which boasts one of the world’s great-
est and oldest universities, as well as some 
of the finest architecture in Europe. Next we 
head to Oxfordshire and the beautiful village of 
Bampton which was used for outdoor scenes in 
the Downton Abbey television series. Our final 
stop is Highclere Castle where Downton Abbey 
was filmed. A signed copy of Lady Carnarvon’s 
autobiography will also be given to everyone on 
the tour. 

day 7 - depart london

Private transfer from your hotel to London rail 
or airport.
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day 1 - paris

Private transfer from the Paris airport to your 
hotel. Tonight, enjoy a Parisian Dinner on your 
own. 

day 2 - eiffel tower

Get acquainted with Paris’s most famous lady 
on our Skip the Line Eiffel Tower Tour with 
Summit Access. We start at Trocadero Plaza, by 
far the best vantage point from which to photo-
graph the tower. Follow your guide, across the 
Pont d’Iena Bridge to the base of the Eiffel Tower, 
listening all the while to its fascinating history. 
Your expert, English-speaking guide will reveal 
the stories behind its creation, near demise, and 
glorious rise to the top. Your guide will accom-
pany you as far as the second level and point out 
the marvels that lay at your feet. Next, in your 
own time, take the general access elevator up to 
the third-level summit and watch the city stretch 
into the distance. (BB)

day 3 -louvre

This tour includes all of the most famous 
artworks of the Louvre museum, including 
the Mona Lisa and Venus de Milo. From the 
Renaissance, don’t miss Michelangelo’s Slaves, 
Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa and works by 

Raphael, Botticelli, and Titian. French master-
pieces of the 19th century include Ingres’ La 
Grande Odalisque, Géricault’s The Raft of the 
Medusa, and the work of David and Delacroix.  
(BB)

day 4 -versailles

There is a certain magic that pervades the air 
in the Palace and Gardens of Versailles. Located 
on the outskirts of Paris, this majestic European 
castle is a perfectly preserved example of the 
reckless extravagance of the French monarchy. 
Hidden away from the modern world, this is 
Paris life at its most luxurious, and just as you 
imagined it to be, with gold brushed furniture, 
quilted four-poster beds and lush rolling lawns 
that stretch as far as the eye can see. Experience 
a guided tour of the Palace of Versailles, show-
ing you its most important rooms, and giving 
you insight into the Kings and Queens who once 
lived here. (BB) 

day 5 -paris by day at leisure

Today is yours to discover, explore and shop! 
You can also sign-up for an optional day trip to 
Normandy. Travelers who visit the historical bat-
tlefields of Normandy often come away describ-
ing the experience as moving, emotional and 

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	5	Nights	In	Paris	with	Daily	Breakfast
•	Arrival	&	Departure	Transfer
•	Sightseeing	as	Described	

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast

THE BEST OF PARIS 
Eiffel Tower, Louvre & Versaille

days6

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	PARIS

memorable. We’ll depart from central Paris on a 
luxury motor coach in the early morning, head-
ing toward the shores of northern France. Your 
expert, English-speaking guide will provide com-
mentary during the drive that will help you un-
derstand the series of events behind this historic 
place and moment. (BB)

day 6 -france - usa

Private transfer to the Paris airport for your re-
turn flight. (BB)
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nights5
day 1 - paris

Welcome to France! At your arrival in Paris, 
private transfer to your hotel in Paris. Spend a 
magical night out on the town in Paris. Start 
your evening with a lamp-lit cruise along the 
Seine River, then see more of Paris’ city lights 
by taking a Paris illuminations tour around 
the capital. Follow your tour of Paris by night 
with a late dinner on the fabled Avenue des 
Champs-Elysees, the world’s most beautiful 
boulevard. (D)

day 2 - paris louvre museum

Explore the world’s most famous museum, the 
Louvre, with this exclusive Skip the Line tour! 
With this all-inclusive small group tour you 
will explore this stunning collection of paint-
ings, sculpture, and architecture with an expert, 
English-speaking guide. (BB)

day 3 -small group tour to versailles

Your local guide invites you to experience the 
history of the Palace of Versailles. Your guide 
will lead you through the most beautiful rooms, 
the State Apartments, the Hall of Mirrors and 
the Queen’s private Apartments. Free time is 
planned at the end of the tour for a walk in the 
French style gardens, which are full of magnifi-
cent statues, busts and marble vases. (BB)

day 4 -bayeux

In the morning, private transfer to the rail sta-
tion and train to Bayeux. Upon arrival, transfer 
by to your hotel. There is free time for a discov-
ery walking tour of this fascinating village. The 
famous Tapestry is just a few minutes away from 
your hotel. (BB)

day 5 -normandy region

Today, we cover a large area, stopping to visit all 
major sites in the US sector. We discover the 
extraordinary actions of the paratroopers in Ste. 
Mère-Eglise and the Airborne Museum. We will 
also go to Utah beach where the US 4th Division 
landed. After a quick stop at the German 
Cemetery, we visit Pointe du Hoc; a German 
battery attacked by the US Rangers. The best-
known site, Bloody Omaha Beach, deserves two 
stops, one at each end. Alternatively, it’s possible 
to have an afternoon visit to Juno Beach. Return 
to Bayeux. (BB)

day 6 - mont saint michel

Optional visit of Mt Saint Michel, a granitic 
island in the middle of a huge bay under the 
influence of Europe’s biggest tides, where in 
708 St Michael the Archangel (St Michel in 
French) ordered Aubert, bishop of Avranches, 
to construct a sanctuary. Return to your hotel. 
Overnight in Bayeux. (BB)

day 7 - paris

In the morning, private transfer to your hotel in 
Paris. En route there will be stops in Honfleur 
and Deaville. Free time for an independent visit. 
In the afternoon, take your train to Paris where 
you will arrive in two hours. Upon arrival, meet 
your driver and transfer to your hotel. Overnight 
in Paris. (BB)

day 8 - france - usa

Private transfer to the rail station or Paris air-
port. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	3+1	Nights	In	Paris
•	3	Nights	In	Bayeux
•	Arrival	&	Departure	Transfers
•	Daily	Breakfast
•	Louvre	With	Skip	The	Line	Reservation,	Entrance	Fee	
Included

•	Small	Group	Versailles	Tour
•	Transfer	From	Paris	To	Bayeux	(Private	Car	From	Hotel	
In	Paris	To	Paris	Station,	Train,	Private	Transfer	From	
Station	To	Hotel	In	Bayeux)

•	Small	Group	Full	Day	Normandy	Region	Tour
•	Transfer	from	Bayeux	to	Deauville	Station	with	en	route	
stops	in	Honfleur	and	Deauville	

•	Train	From	Deauville	To	Paris	+	Private	Transfer	From	
Station	In	Paris	To	Hotel	In	Paris	

NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

SIGHTSEEING NOTE: 
The itinerary includes suggested sightseeing. We can arrange 
many other sightseeing options. All sightseeing mentioned in 
the itinerary can also be arranged on a private basis.

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (D) Dinner

CITY OF LIGHTS AND D-day APPRECIATION
Paris & Normandy

days8
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	NORMANDY
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PARIS,  PROVENCE REGION & COTE D’AZUR 
Paris, Aix En Provence & Nice

days9

day 1 - paris

Welcome to France! On arrival, private transfer 
to your hotel in Paris. Tonight, enjoy dinner in 
a typical French restaurant, followed by a Paris 
Illuminations Tour. (D)

day 2 - louvre

Explore the world’s most famous museum, the 
Louvre, with this exclusive Skip the Line tour! 
With this all-inclusive small group tour you 
will explore this stunning collection of paint-
ings, sculpture, and architecture with an expert, 
English-speaking guide. (BB)

day 3 - versailles

Our interpreter-guide invites you to experience 
the history of the Palace of Versailles. Your 
guide will lead you through the most beautiful 
rooms, the State Apartments, Hall of Mirrors 
and the Queen’s private Apartments. Free time 
is planned at the end of the tour for a walk in 
the French style gardens, which are full of mag-
nificent statues, busts and marble vases. (BB)

day 4 -aix en provence

Private transfer to Paris railway station and 
train to Aix en Provence. At your arrival, pri-
vate transfer to your hotel. In the afternoon, a 
walking tour of Aix en Provence. (BB)

day 5 - provence region

Enjoy a full day tour of the Provence Region. 
At Les Baux de Provence discover a breathtak-
ing view and exceptional scenery from its 245 
meters high rocky spur. The village has kept 
its medieval layout with narrow streets, and 
the castle ruins of the Lordes of Les Baux. The 
Pont de Gard is a fascinating UNESCO World 
Heritage site. It is the best preserved remain of 
the roman aqueduct system but also a technical 
and artistic masterpiece. In Avignon, have the 
opportunity to visit the Popes’ Palace, which is 

the largest gothic-style palace in Europe. Next 
see the famous Saint-Benezet Bridge (entrance 
ticket not included). Drive through the re-
nowned vineyard of Chateauneuf-de-Pape, and 
indulge your taste buds with an included wine 

-tasting at one of the numerous cellars in the 
village. Return to your hotel. (BB)

day 6 - aix en provence

Today is yours to discover and enjoy beautiful 
Provence. (BB)

day 7 - nice

Transfer to your hotel in Nice. Afternoon, we 
suggest a Nice sightseeing tour. (BB)

day 8 - france - usa

Enjoy a full day tour of the Cote d’Azur Region 
with its panoramic view of Nice. Stop at the 
medieval perched village of Eze. Next, tour a 
traditional perfumery for the true essence of 
Provence, and then visit Monaco’s Old Town. 
Time to see the Changing of the Palace Guards 
at 11:55 am, or to visit Jacques Cousteau’s 
Oceanographic Museum. Later, we drive the 
Grand Prix’s Lower Corniche circuit and see 
the spectacular coastline between Nice and 
Monaco. (BB)

day 9 - france - usa

Transfer to the rail station or Nice airport. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	3	Nights	In	Paris
•	3	Nights	In	Aix	En	Provence
•	2	Nights	In	Nice
•	Daily	Breakfast
•	Arrival	&	Departure	Transfer
•	Paris	Illumination	Tour
•	Louvre	With	Reservation,	Entrance	Fee	Included
•	Versailles	Tour
•	Private	Transfer	From	Hotel	In	Paris	To	Paris	Railway	
Station	+	1st	Class	Ticket	On	TGV	To	Aix	En	Provence	

•	Private	Transfer	From	Aix	En	Provence	Railway	Station	
To	Hotel	In	Aix

•	Walking	Tour	Of	Aix	En	Provence
•	Provence	Region	Tour
•	Transfer	From	Aix	En	Provence	To	Hotel	In	Nice
Cote	D’Azur	Tour	
 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

SIGHTSEEING NOTE: 
The itinerary includes suggested sightseeing. We can arrange 
many other sightseeing options. All sightseeing mentioned in 
the itinerary can also be arranged on a private basis.

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	COTE	D’AZUR
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day 1 - paris

Welcome to the Coty of Lights! Private transfer to 
your hotel in Paris. Spend a magical night out on 
the town in Paris. Start your evening with a lamp-
lit cruise along the Seine River, then see more of 
Paris’ city lights by taking a Paris illuminations 
tour around the capital. Follow your tour of Paris 
by night with a late dinner on the fabled Avenue 
des Champs-Elysees, the world’s most beautiful 
boulevard. (D)

day 2 - paris louvre museum

Explore the world’s most famous museum, the 
Louvre, with this exclusive Skip the Line tour! 
With this all-inclusive small group tour you will 
explore this stunning collection of paintings, 
sculpture, and architecture with an expert, 
English-speaking guide. (BB)

day 3 - versailles

Your guide invites you to experience the 
history of the Palace of Versailles as you are 
led through the most beautiful rooms, the 
State Apartments, the Hall of Mirrors and 
the Queen’s private Apartments. Free time is 
planned at the end of the tour for a walk in the 
French style gardens, which are full of magnifi-
cent statues, busts and marble vases. (BB)

day 4 -bordeaux

In the morning, private transfer to the rail sta-
tion. Train to Bordeaux. Upon arrival, transfer 
to your hotel. There is free time for a discovery 
walking tour of this fascinating town. (BB)

day 5 -great cabernets of the medoc

Full day tour to visit vineyards and to enjoy wine 
tasting in three prestigious classified growth 
Chateaux of different appellations. Your tours 
will begin with the visit to these installations 
to better understand the work, chemistry and 
technical complexity of the wine making pro-
cess. (BB)

day 6 - grand cru chateau & st emilion 
village

Today, depart for the right bank wine region 
of Saint Emilion. First, experience a visit and 
wine tasting session in a Grand Cru estate of 
Saint Emilion. Then discover the village of 
Saint Emilion through a walking tour. After-
wards, free time for personal discovery. (BB)

day 7 - france - usa

Check out and private transfer to the rail station 
or Paris airport. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	3	Nights	In	Paris
•	3	Nights	In	Bordeaux
•	Arrival	&	Departure	Transfers
•	Daily	Breakfast
•	Paris	Illumination	Tour
•	Louvre	Tour
•	Versailles	Tour
•	Great	Cabernets	Of	The	Medoc	Tour
•	Grand	Cru	Chateau	&	St	Emilion	Village	Tour
•	

NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

HOTELS FEATURED: 
Paris: Hotel Operal Cadet **** 
Bayeux: Seze****  
*NOTE: properties may be substituted with similar hotels

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (D) Dinner

PARIS & BORDEAUX
Paris & Bordeaux

days7
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:BORDEAUX
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day 1 - (wednesday) zagreb

Upon arrival at Zagreb Airport, transfer to hotel. 
Meet the tour guide, dinner and overnight.(D)

day 2 - (thursday) zagreb - plitvicE

Enjoy our morning city tour of Zagreb, including 
the fortified Upper Town, the city’s historical cen-
ter. We will see St. Mark’s Church with its multi-
colored roof, the Cathedral, the Croatian National 
Theatre and the University. Afternoon departure 
for Plitvice, dinner and overnight. (BB D)

day 3 - (friday) plitvice

This morning we tour the Plitvice Lakes Na-
tional Park which is on the UNESCO’s List of 
World Natural Heritage. Sixteen lakes, each at a 
different level, are joined in a series of cascad-
ing waterfalls. Surrounded by dense wood, 
Plitvice Lakes are a natural phenomenon of a 
rare and unique beauty. Dinner and overnight 
in Plitvice. (BB D)

day 4 -(saturday) plitvice - trilj - du-
brovnik

Morning departure for Dubrovnik, driving via 
Trilj and along the valley of the Cetina River. 
Dinner and overnight in Dubrovnik. (BB D)

day 5 -(sunday) dubrovnik

Day at leisure. Dinner and overnight in 
Dubrovnik. (BB D)

day 6 -(monday) dubrovnik - split

Morning sightseeing tour of Dubrovnik which 
is included on the UNESCO’s List of World 
Cultural Heritage sites. You will visit the Fran-
ciscan monastery with Europe’s third oldest 
pharmacy, the Rector’s Palace and the Cathe-
dral. Afternoon departure for Split, driving 
along the Adriatic Coast and the Neretva River 
Delta. Dinner and overnight in Split. (BB D)

day 7 - (tuesday) split - trogir - zadar

Morning sightseeing tour of Split, covering 
Diocletian’s Palace also on the UNESCO’s List of 
World Cultural Heritage sites, with its celebrated 
open colonnade known as the Peristyle. You will 
also see Jupiter’s Temple and Split’s Cathedral of 
St. Dominus. Departure for Trogir, a picturesque 
medieval town where we visit the Cathedral of St. 
Lawrence. Later we continue to Zadar. Dinner 
and overnight. (BB D)

day 8 - (wednesday) zadar - zagreb

Morning sightseeing tour of Zadar, including 
the Roman Forum and St. Donatus Church, a 
magnificent example of Romanesque architec-
ture. Afternoon departure for Zagreb, the capi-
tal of Croatia. Dinner and overnight in Zagreb. 
(BB D)

day 9 - (thursday) zagreb

After breakfast, transfer to Zagreb Airport. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Arrival	transfer	from	Zagreb	Airport	to	hotel	and	from	
hotel	to	Zagreb	airport	on	the	first	and	the	last	day	of	
the	tour

•	Accommodations
•	Local	guides	for	sightseeing	tours	of	Zagreb,	Du-
brovnik,	Split	and	Zadar

•	Entrance	fees	to	Plitvice	Lakes	National	Park;	Fran-
ciscan	Monastery	and	Rector’s	Palace	in	Dubrovnik;	
Diocletian’s	Palace	and	Cathedral	in	Split;	St.	Lawrence	
Cathedral	in	Trogir;	St.	Donatus	Church	in	Zadar

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:CROATIA

DISCOVER CROATIA
Zagreb, Plitvice, Dubrovnik, Split & Zadar

days9
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CROATIA GOURMET & WINE TOUR
Zagreb, Porec, Kastav, Zadar, Split & Dubrovnik

days12
day 1 - zagreb

Welcome to Croatia! Upon arrival at Zagreb 
airport, transfer to your hotel. Discover 
Zagreb simply by walking through its bustling 
downtown streets and compact medieval core. 
Enjoy a funicular ride to the elegant upper town, 
bargain for fruit in the open air market, or 
enjoy coffee and ice cream in a café. Springtime 
is Zagreb’s true renaissance time with lovely 
fountains, green parks, blooming flowers and 
artisans performing on every street corner. 
Welcome dinner in one of the finest Zagreb 
national restaurants with authentic local food. 
(D)

day 2 - zagreb

In the morning stroll with a local guide and ex-
plore Zagreb town. Visit Zagreb’s Cathedral, the 
Stone gate, St. Mark’s church, the Upper town, 
Flower market square, Dolac Fruit & Grocery 
Market, the Central Square, and Tkalcićeva 
Street with its numerous charming cafés and 
restaurants. Free time to explore the city & en-
joy its art galleries and museums, or its exhibi-
tions such as the one of its kind - Museum of 
Broken Relationships. (BB)

day 3 - istria

A three hour drive will give us an afternoon ar-
rival in the coastal town of Porec, famous for 
its Euphrasian Basilica, listed on the UNESCO 
list of the world’s cultural heritage sites. There 
will be a stop en route on the Istrian peninsula, 
known for its miniature fortified hilltop towns. 
The area is famous for its white Malvazija and 
red Teran wines, and for the black and white 
truffles of the Motovun forest. Hotel accommo-
dation, overnight. (BB)

day 4 - istria

In the morning, we drive to the exquisite 
Meneghetti Villa estate in the Istrian hinter-
land. We’ll tour the estate guided by an in-
house sommelier to learn about producing 
top quality wines and olive oil. There will be 
a hands-on pasta & ravioli culinary work-
shop, followed by a five-course gourmet lunch 
(wine included). Next we’ll have a short drive 
to Rovinj, an enchanting fishing town with its 
narrow medieval streets lined by art galleries. 
The main Church of St. Euphemia is one of the 
most beautiful Baroque achievements in Istria. 
From the church plateau there is a wonderful 
view of the open sea and numerous islets in the 
distance. (BB L)

day 5 - istria-opatija-kastav

On the way to Kastav, we’ll stop in Opatija, the 
first resort in Croatia dating from a second half 
of 19th century. There is an interesting blend of 
Austrian influenced architecture and elaborate 
gardens. Even though some of its marvelous vil-
las could use a facelift, an old glamour is still 
present here. Continue to the peaceful town of 
Kastav to your boutique hotel. (BB)

day 6 - kastav-plitvice lakes-zadar

From Kastav there is a picturesque scenic road 
along the Adriatic coast to reach the interior 
of Croatia. In a matter of minutes the scenery 
changes rapidly from a Mediterranean climate 
and architecture to mountain style huts & 
farmer’s villages. Beautiful lakes listed as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site cascade into 
spectacular waterfalls. Enjoy the exceptional 
beauty of these lakes and waterfalls, and the 
pure mountain air. Continue to Zadar where 
one of its newer sights, the Sea Organ, brings 
many visitors. The Sea Organ is a vast musical 
art installation played by the rhythmic move-
ment of sea waves. It’s the perfect spot to relax 
and enjoy Alfred Hitchcock’s favorite sunset. 
(BB)
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WHAT IS INCLUDED

WINE & GOURMET EXPERIENCES:
•	Welcome	dinner	in	Zagreb	-	Croatian	National	restau-
rant,	continental	meals	from	Zagreb’s	area

•	Hands-on	pasta	culinary	workshop	+	wine	and	olive	
oil	tasting	+	5	course	gourmet	lunch	at	an	exquisite	
villa	in	Istria	with	its	own	superb	5*	restaurant	(wine	
included).	The	villa	produces	top	wine	&	olive	oil	

•	Organic	goat	cheese	farm	visit	&	tasting
•	Full	day	trip	to	Pag	island	-	sheep	cheese	producer	visit	
&	tasting,	olive	grove	visit	&	oil	tasting,	lamb,	pasta	&	
pate	dishes	presentation	or	hands	on	preparation	(per	
your	choice),	lunch	&	wine	included	at	superb	wine	
restaurant

•	Full	day	Pelješac	peninsula	visit	under	guidance	of	a	
superb	local	wine	producer.	Three	winery	visits	com-
pare	different	wines	made	of	same	types	of	grapes:	a	
traditional	production,	a	modern	one	and	ecological	
approach.	Lunch	in	a	traditional	homestead

•	Ancient	salt	pan	visit	on	Pag	island	where	fleur	de	sal	
(salt	flakes)	are	farmed	&	gathered	

•	Ston	oyster	farm	visit	&	tasting	-	mussels	&	clams
•	 Farewell	dinner	in	Dubrovnik	city	restaurant,	a	sea	
food	Mediterranean	dishes,	wine	included	
	
SIGHTSEEING:
•	Sightseeing	with	English	speaking	local	guides	in	
Zagreb,	Istrian	peninsula,	Plitvice	lakes	National	park,	
Zadar,	Trogir,	Split,	Pelješac	peninsula	&	Dubrovnik

•	English	speaking	tour	leader	throughout	the	tour
•	Entrance	fees:	Euphrasian	Basilica	in	Poreč	(Istria),	
Plitvice	lakes	National	park	(train	ride	&	boat	ride	
included),	Pag	salt	pans,	Pag	lace	museum,	Cathedral	
in	Trogir,	Cathedral	in	Split,	Jupiter’s	temple	in	Split,	
Diocletian’s	palace	cellars	in	Split,	Dubrovnik	city	walls

NOT INCLUDED: 
Gratuities to Tour Director/Driver-Escort, Local Guide, Driver, 
Porterage at airport, Fee for luggage handling at hotel, Travel 
Insurance, Optional Excursions, City Taxes, Anything not 
mentioned under “what is included”

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	CROATIA	GOURMET

visit Mestrović gallery which is located in a 
beautiful palace surrounded by lush garden, 
and which houses art works of famous 20th 
century Croatian artists. Enjoy an evening walk 
through the maze of narrow cobbled streets to 
get the beat of the city’s rhythm. (BB)

day 10 - split-peljesac peninsula-du-
brovnik

A renowned local winemaker, Mario Bartulović, 
will take us on a private wine tour of the 
Peljesac peninsula, one of the most important 
Croatian wine regions. We will visit three dif-
ferent wineries, each with a different approach 
to superb winemaking: Frano Milos in Ston, 
Bartulović in Prizdrina followed by a tradi-
tional style lunch, and finally, Korta Katarina 
in Orebić. On our way to Dubrovnik we’ll stop 
at a Ston oyster farm to try some fresh shells & 
mussels taken directly from the sea. Next we ar-
rive at the most spectacular of all Adriatic medi-
eval cities - Dubrovnik. Hotel accommodation, 
overnight. (BB L)

day 11 - dubrovnik

Explore the city with a local guide. See its 
main street Stradun, the city gates, old harbor, 
steep & narrow cobble-stone streets, churches, 
squares & town palaces. We’ll walk a mile and a 
half of Dubrovnik’s circular stone walls dating 
from the 12th century. This afternoon we’ll 
visit Dubrovnik’s hinterland, Konavle, with its 
beautiful medieval towns, villas and cypress 
trees. Evening farewell dinner in a famous 
Dubrovnik city restaurant. (BB D)

day 12 - dubrovnik

After breakfast, transfer to the Dubrovnik 
airport. (BB)

day 7 - zadar-pag-zadar

Full day trip to nearby Pag Island, famous for 
its lace made by the patient hands of local wom-
en (lace museum & demonstration included). 
The island boasts award winning sheep cheese 
and spectacular lamb dishes, which are a result 
of the special microclimate & the herbs that cat-
tle graze on. Our time there will include a visit 
& tasting at the sheep cheese producer, Gligora. 
There will be a culinary presentation & a lunch 
of lamb, pasta & pate dishes at the Boskinac 
restaurant. (BB L)

day 8 - zadar-skradin-split

On our way to Split, we’ll stop in Skradin, a 
charming fishing village surrounded by a stun-
ning river canyon landscape. We’ll visit the fa-
mous Bibich winery, one of the oldest Croatian 
winemakers and first exporters of Croatian 
wine to the USA. Cellar wine tastings are spec-
tacular when wines are paired with creative 
dishes prepared by the owner’s wife. Antony 
Bourdain was ecstatic after trying local slow 
cooked risotto here. Half an hour’s drive farther 
lies Trogir, another former Greek colony listed 
as UNESCO World heritage site. It is a mas-
terpiece of Romanesque, Gothic & Renaissance 
stone architecture. It is a short drive to Split, 
the Dalmatian capital. Hotel accommodation, 
overnight. (BB)

day 9 - split

Split is another town on the UNESCO World 
Heritage list where archeological and cul-
tural monuments are located inside and out-
side Diocletian’s Palace walls. You will see 
Prokurative Square, medieval palaces, Jupiter’s 
temple, and the Cathedral that is home to 
Emperor Diocletian’s tomb. In the afternoon 

CROATIA GOURMET & WINE TOUR
Zagreb, Porec, Kastav, Zadar, Split & Dubrovnik

days12
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day 1 - sunday frankfurt

Arrival at Frankfurt airport and transfer to 
the hotel. The rest of the day is free to spend 
at your leisure. Frankfurt is the financial and 
commercial heart of Germany, a city full 
of fascinating contrasts between modern 
development and historic landmarks. At 7 pm 
you will meet your guide at the welcome-dinner 
at the hotel. (D)

day 2 - monday frankfurt - heidelberg - 
black forest

In the morning we travel from Frankfurt to 
Heidelberg. Visit its famous castle, ascending 
with the cable car, and enjoy a sightseeing tour 
of the historic city center. Idyllically located on 
the shores of the Neckar River, Heidelberg is 
Germany’s oldest university town, and one of 
the most popular destinations in the country. We 
continue to the famous Black Forest region. This 
evening we will have an authentic experience: 
Enjoy a typical Black Forest dinner and overnight 
in a romantically located hotel. If you like, have 
a little walk to the beautiful Ravenna Gorge, or 
see the region’s oldest chapel. Both are next to 
our hotel. (BB D)

day 3 - tuesday black forest - lake titisee - 
lindau - füssen

After breakfast we enjoy a short presentation 
on cuckoo clock production. We continue to 
a small traditional Black Forest farm where 
we will have a cheese tasting, and you will see 
the true life of the Black Forest. Afterwards we 
travel to Lake Titisee, nestled in this legendary 
Black Forest. We continue our tour to the small 
island of Lindau in Lake Constance, which 
boasts spectacular views of the Alps. Depend-
ing on weather conditions, we will take the 
Alpine road from Lindau through Oberstaufen 
and Immenstadt, to our final destination, Füs-
sen. It is the southernmost point on our tour of 
Romantic Germany. (BB)

day 4 -wednesday neuschwanstein - wi-
eskirche - oberammergau - linderhof 

- garmisch-partenkirchen

We begin the day with a visit to Neuschwanstein 
Castle, built by Ludwig II, the notorious “Mad 
King“. In midday we travel to Oberammergau, 

famous for its Passion Play and lovely crafts. 
Along the way we visit the Wieskirche Church 
before continuing the tour to visit Linderhof 
Castle. This is one of the 3 castles built by King 
Ludwig II of Bavaria, and the only one where the 
king actually lived for a significant amount of 
time. After a brief stop at the Ettal Benedictine 
Abbey, we reach our final destination, Garmisch-
Partenkirchen. It is the winter sports capital of 
Germany, and site of the 1936 winter Olympics. 
This mountainous region also features the 
Zugspitze , Germany’s highest peak. (BB)

day 5 -thursday garmisch-partenkirchen - 
innsbruck - munich

In the morning we enjoy a sightseeing tour 
of Innsbruck, Austria which is located in the 
Inn valley, in the heart of the Alps. Instead of 
Innsbruck, as an alternative excursion, you may 
also ascend to the top of  the Zugspitze (not in-
cluded). In the afternoon we travel to Munich. 
Accommodation at Holiday Inn Munich City 
Centre**** (BB)

day 6 - friday munich

After breakfast we visit the city’s main attrac-
tions, concluding our tour at the Marienplatz 
square with its famous clock tower. The 
capital of the Free State of Bavaria, Munich is 
famous for its Oktoberfest, which is annually 
celebrated in September. The afternoon is free 
to explore at your leisure. In the evening you 
enjoy a traditional Bavarian dinner. (BB D)

day 7 - saturday munich - rothenburg ob 
der tauber - frankfurt

After breakfast we travel to Rothenburg ob der 
Tauber, one of the oldest and most beautiful cit-
ies in Romantic Germany. Our sightseeing tour 
of this lovely medieval town concludes with a 
Schneeballen (Snow ball) tasting. They are pow-
dered sugar-covered pastries considered the sig-
nature dish of Rothenburg. Next we travel to 
Frankfurt where the program ends at Frankfurt 
airport, around 6 pm (BB)

day 8 - sunday germany - usa

Self-transfer to the Frankfurt airport for your re-
turn flight home. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Transfer	from	Frankfurt	airport	to	your	hotel	(only	on	
day	1	of	the	tour)

•	Transportation	by	car,	minivan	or	bus	during	the	entire	
tour	(depending	on	number	of	participants)

•	English	speaking	tour	guide	during	the	entire	tour	
(driver-guide	for	groups	of	7	persons	or	fewer)

•	Accommodation	at	the	hotels	described	or	similar
•	Daily	buffet	breakfast
•	Welcome	dinner	in	Frankfurt,	traditional	Black	Forest	
Dinner	and	typical	regional	farewell-dinner	in	Munich

•	Admission	to	Heidelberg,	Neuschwanstein	and	Linder-
hof	Castles

•	Visits	and	excursions	as	listed	in	the	program
•	Visit	to	a	cuckoo	clock	visitor	center
•	Visit	to	a	local	Black	Forest	farm	with	cheese	tasting
•	“Snow	ball”	tasting	in	Rothenburg

NOT INCLUDED: 
Gratuities to Tour Director/Driver-Escort, Local Guide, Driver, 
Porterage at airport, Fee for luggage handling at hotel, Travel 
Insurance, Optional Excursions, City Taxes, Anything not 
mentioned under “what is included”

ACCOMODATIONS:
Frankfurt: Hotel Mövenpick Frankfurt City****
Black Forest: Best Western Hotel Hofgut Sternen***+
Fussen: Hotel Hirsch****
Garmish-Partenkirchen: Rheinischer Hof****
Munich: Holiday Inn Munich City Centre****
Frankfurt: Hotel Hilton Frankfurt Airport****

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

DISCOVER GERMANY
Frankfurt, Black Forest, Fussen, Garmish-Partenkirchen & Munich

days8
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	DISCOVER	GERMANY	
Guaranteed	departures	group	tours	prices	per	
person.
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day 1 - (thursday) berlin

Arrival at Berlin airport and transfer to the 
hotel. The rest of the day is free to spend at 
your leisure. The capital of Germany, Berlin is 
the artistic center of the country with a large 
number of museums, art galleries and theater 
shows. 

day 2 - (friday) berlin

In the morning you visit many of Berlin’s 
well-known, historic locations including: 
Under den Linden Avenue, the State Opera 
and Brandenburg Gate. There will also be time 
to explore the modern parts of the city, such as 
the German Parliament and Potsdam Square. 
The afternoon is free for you to explore at your 
leisure. (BB)

day 3 - (saturday) berlin - potsdam - 
frankfurt

After breakfast we travel to Potsdam. The city is 
set on a natural island, surrounded by tributar-
ies and channels of the Havel River. Visit the 
Sanssouci palace and park. With more than 300 
hectares, this lovely park features hundreds of 
species of plants and trees. (BB D)

day 4 - (sunday) berlin - frankfurt

This morning is free to spend time at your 
leisure. Transfer to the train station and board 
a high speed train from Berlin to Frankfurt. 
Transfer to your hotel. Enjoy dinner with the 
rest of the group. (BB D)

day 5 -(monday) frankfurt - heidelberg - 
black forest 

In the morning we travel from Frankfurt to 
Heidelberg. Visit the famous castle ascending 
with the cable car and enjoy a sightseeing tour 
of its historic city center. Idyllically located on 
the shores of the Neckar River, Heidelberg is 
Germany’s oldest university town and one of 
the most popular destinations in the country. 
We continue to the famous Black Forest region. 
This night we will have an authentic experi-
ence: Enjoy a typical Black Forest dinner and 
overnight in a romantically located hotel. If you 
like have a little walk to the beautiful Ravenna 
Gorge or see the region’s oldest chapel, both 
are next to the hotel. (BB D)

day 6 - (tuesday) black forest - lake titisee - 
lindau - füssen

After breakfast we enjoy a short presentation 
on cuckoo clock production. We continue to a 
small traditional Black Forest farm where we 

will have a cheese tasting and you will see the 
true life of the Black Forest. Afterwards we will 
travel to Lake Titisee, nestled in the legendary 
Black Forest. We continue the tour to the small 
island of Lindau in Lake Constance, which 
boasts spectacular views of the Alps. Depend-
ing on weather conditions, we will take the 
Alpine road from Lindau through Oberstaufen 
and Immenstadt, to our final destination, Füs-
sen. It is the southernmost point on our tour of 
Romantic Germany. (BB)

day 7 - (wednesday) neuschwanstein 
wieskirche - oberammergau 
linderhof - innsbruck

In the morning we enjoy a sightseeing tour 
of Innsbruck, Austria which is located in the 
Inn valley, in the heart of the Alps. Instead of 
Innsbruck, as an alternative excursion, you 
may also ascend to the top of Zugspitze (not in-
cluded). In the afternoon we travel to Munich. 
Accommodation at Holiday Inn Munich City 
Centre**** (BB)

day 8 - (thurday) garmisch-partenkirchen - 
innsbruck - munich

In the morning we enjoy a sightseeing tour 
of Innsbruck, Austria which is located in the 
Inn valley, in the heart of the Alps. Instead of 
Innsbruck, as an alternative excursion, you 
may also ascend to the top of Zugspitze (not 
included). In the afternoon, we travel to Mu-
nich. (BB)

day 9- (friday) munich 

After breakfast we visit the city’s main attrac-
tions, concluding the tour at the Marienplatz 
square with its famous clock tower. The 
capital of the Free State of Bavaria, Munich, is 
famous for its Oktoberfest, which is annually 
celebrated in September. The afternoon is free 
to explore at your leisure. In the evening you 
enjoy a traditional Bavarian dinner. (BB D)

day 10 - (saturday) munich - rothenburg 
ob der tauber - frankfurt

After breakfast we travel to Rothenburg ob der 
Tauber, one of the oldest and most beautiful cit-
ies in Romantic Germany. Our sightseeing tour 
of this lovely medieval town concludes with a 
Schneeballen (Snow ball) tasting. They are pow-
dered sugar-covered pastries considered the sig-
nature dish of Rothenburg. Next we travel to 
Frankfurt. The program ends at Frankfurt air-
port, around 6 pm. We suggest a post night stay 
at the airport hotel for your return flight the next 
day. (BB)

WHAT IS INCLUDED

•	Transfer	in	from	Berlin	airport	to	your	hotel	
•	Transportation	by	car,	minivan	or	bus	during	the	entire	
tour	(depending	on	number	of	participants)

•	English	speaking	tour	guide	during	the	entire	tour	
(driver-guide	for	groups	of	7	persons	or	less	and	in	
Berlin	local	guides)

•	Accommodation	at	the	hotels	described	or	similar
•	Daily	buffet	breakfast
•	Visits	and	excursions	as	listed	in	the	program
•	Train	ride	Berlin	-	Frankfurt	incl.	reserved	seating	in	
2nd	class	(only	for	groups	of	8	persons	or	more)

•	Welcome	dinner	in	Frankfurt,	traditional	Black	Forest	
Dinner	and	typical	regional	farewell-dinner	in	Munich

•	Admission	to	Sanssouci	,	Heidelberg,	Neuschwanstein	
and	Linderhof	Castles	

•	Visit	to	a	cuckoo	clock	visitor	center
•	Visit	to	a	local	Black	Forest	farm	with	cheese	tasting
•	“Snow	ball”	tasting	in	Rothenburg	

NOT INCLUDED: 
Flight, Porterage, Gratuities, Meals not mentioned, Tips, 
Travel Insurance, City Taxes, Everything not mentioned in 
“What is Included”

ACCOMODATIONS:
Berlin: Hotel NH Friedrichstrasse****
Frankfurt: Hotel Mövenpick Frankfurt City****
Black Forest: Best Western Hotel Hofgut Sternen***+
Füssen: Hotel Hirsch****
Innsbruck: Hotel Grauer Bar****
Munich: Maritim Hotel Munich****
Frankfurt: Hotel Hilton Frankfurt Airport****

MEAL LEGEND: 
(BB) Buffet	Breakfast, (L) Lunch, (D) Dinner

BERLIN & ROMANTIC GERMANY
 Berlin, Frankfurt,  Black Forest, Füssen, Innsbruck & Munich

days11

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
CODE	NAME:	BERLIN	
Guaranteed	departures	group	tours	prices	per	
person.	PRIVATE	TOURS	DEPARTURE	DAILY:	
Travel	period:	Jan	01,	2016	-	Mar	31,	2017

day 11 - (sunday) germany - usa

Self-transfer to the Frankfurt airport for your re-
turn flight home. (BB)

DEPARTURE DATES:
May	19 June	23

July	21	 August	25

September	22	** October	06

**	Surcharge	Oktoberfest



Reservations and Payment: 
A deposit of $400 is required at the time of reservation 
for Escorted Tours. 30% of the tour is required at the time 
of reservation for Flexible Independent Travel (FIT). At 
that moment, a signed contract is required to hold your 
reservation. Final payment of the tour is due 60 days prior 
to departure. If a payment is made within 21 days prior to 
departure, a charge for express mailing of the documents 
will be added to the tour cost, now in the $30 range. 
Andiamo accepts payment in the form of check, American 
Express, Discover, Visa and Master Card. Upon payment of 
a deposit, tour participant indicates acceptance of the Terms 
and Conditions.

Prices: and Changes
Prices are USD based on exchange rates at the time this 
quote was prepared The tour price includes planning, 
handling and operational charges. Rates are quoted in US 
Dollars on the current rate of exchange. Andiamo reserves 
the right to increase tour prices to cover increased costs, 
tariffs and taxes, and to reflect fluctuations in foreign 
exchange markets. Devaluation of a foreign currency will 
be weighed against any tariff increases imposed. Andiamo 
is under no obligation to give breakdown costs involved in 
any Escorted or FIT program.

In case of printing typographical error, computer error, or 
human billing error, we reserve the right to invoice or re-
invoice participants with corrected billing. 

Once an itinerary is finalized and deposit has been received, 
a $50 revision fee will be charged if the itinerary is changed.

Travel Documents: 
United States Citizens require a valid passport. Non-
citizens may have other requirements, the responsibility for 
which rests solely with the traveler.

Holidays and Changes: 
Andiamo Team, Inc. will make every effort to avoid a change 
in itinerary, however, during local or national holidays 
in Italy, certain facilities such as museums, sightseeing 
Tours, and shopping may be limited. Therefore, we reserve 
the right, at our discretion, to alter and substitute the 
itinerary, hotels, sightseeing, banquet locations, or other 
accommodations.

Single and Triple Rooms: 
Limited numbers of single rooms are available at the 
supplemental rate for each Escorted Tour. While single 
rooms provide privacy, they are often smaller than twin 
bedrooms. Triple rooms are available on some Tours.

Baggage: 
Each Tour member is limited to one checked suitcase. 
Additional baggage will be assessed at Euro 15 per bag and 
may require a larger vehicle at additional cost. Andiamo 
Team cannot take responsibility for lost or damaged 
luggage, travel insurance is highly recommended. All 
baggage and personal effects are at all times and in all 
circumstances at passenger risk. If a lost item is returned 
to the Andiamo office a minimum charge of $50 USD will 
be charged.

Air & Land Packages: 
These packages are based on non-refundable airfares. If 
flight changes requested after the deposit has been received, 
or if flights are cancelled after tickets are issued, change 
fees or airline penalties will be applicable. 

Escorted Tour & Flexible Independent Travel (FIT) 
Cancellation Policy:
Andiamo Team, Inc. reserves the right to cancel or 
reschedule any Escorted Tour departure in accordance with 
operating requirements or circumstances beyond its control. 

If cancellation is made anytime prior to departure of the tour 
Andiamo Team, Inc. only liability will be to refund to the 
passenger the amount it has received for the Tour booking.

•	 Booking Fee for Cancelled Services is $300 per person
•	 7 days prior arrival 100% payment
•	 14/8  days prior arrival 75% payment
•	 24/15 days prior arrival 50% payment
•	 29/25 days & more prior arrival $300 per person
•	 No refund for no show or trip interruption
•	 In some cases, specific cancellation fees will also be applied.
•	 Hotels may be substituted with similar category.
•	 Any travel issue that might result in a request for a refund 
should be immediately brought to the attention of Andiamo 
so that we can be given the opportunity to address the issue. 
 
Car Rental Cancellation Policy:

•	 Manual car 7 days in advance $50 penalty.
•	 Automatic and or van 7 days in advance $150 penalty

Refunds & Penalties
Illness or absenteeism: in the advent of your withdrawal 
from a Tour after commencement for reason of illness, you 
must obtain a medical certificate of an insurance claim. We 
regret that no refunds can be made for absences from a Tour, 
including but not limited to, missed meals or sightseeing. 
Andiamo Team, Inc. Makes no representation or guarantees 
concerning reimbursements of funds paid by you under any 
insurance claim.

Right to Exclude: 
Andiamo Team, Inc. reserves the right, at our discretion, to 
decline to accept or to require any individual to withdraw 
from the Tour. Children under six years of age are ineligible 
for Escorted Tours. An adult must accompany children 
under eighteen years of age

Disabilities:
Any disability requiring special attention should be 
reported to Andiamo Team, Inc. at the time the reservation 
is made. Andiamo Team, Inc. will make reasonable 
efforts to accommodate the special needs of disabled 
tour participants, but it is not responsible in the event 
it is unable to do so, nor is it responsible for any denial 
of services by carriers, hotels, restaurants, or other 
independent suppliers. We regret that we cannot provide 
individual assistance to a tour member for walking, dining, 
getting on and off motor coaches and other transportation 
vehicles, or other personal needs. A qualified companion 
must accompany travelers who need such assistance. 
Andiamo Team, Inc. reserves the right to refuse to carry 
anyone it is felt cannot cope with the requirements of coach 
Tour travel and who may require services and facilities that 
Andiamo Team, Inc. cannot guarantee will be available on 
Tour. Passenger certifies not to have any mental, physical or 
other condition or disability that would create a hazard for 
himself/herself or other passengers.

Responsibility:
Andiamo Team, Inc. and their employees, directors, agents 
does not own or operate any entity which is to or does 
provide goods or services for your trip including lodging 
facilities, airlines, motor coach or other transportation 
companies, guide services, local ground operators, 
organizers of optional excursions, food service providers. 
All such persons are independent contractors. Andiamo 
Team, Inc. is not liable for any negligent or willful act or 
failure to act of any such person or any third party. Tour 
members are subject to the Terms and Conditions set forth 
on their airline, rail or cruise line tickets. Such conditions 
are available upon request. In addition and without 
limitation, Andiamo Team, Inc. is not responsible for any 
injury, loss, death, inconvenience, delay or damage to 
person or property in connection with the provision of any 
goods or services whether resulting from, but not limited 

to, acts of God or force majeure, illness, disease, acts of 
war or civil unrest, insurrection or revolt, animals, strikes 
or other labor activities, criminal or terrorist activities of 
any kind, overbooking or downgrading of accommodations, 
mechanical or other failure or airplanes or other means 
of transportation, or for any failure of any transportation 
mechanism to arrive or depart on time. This brochure 
represents the entire agreement between the passenger and 
the above mentioned operators.

If due to weather, flight schedules or other uncontrollable 
factors you are required to spend an additional night(s), 
you will be responsible for your own hotel expenses, 
transfers and all meal costs.

Andiamo Team, Inc. reserves the right to change the 
itinerary or trip features at any time and for any reason, 
with or without notice and/or to substitute, airlines, hotels 
of similar category for those listed in this brochure and 
Andiamo Team, Inc. shall not be liable for any such 
changes. 

Sometimes a Tour departure may be cancelled for lack 
of participation. In such a case, the operators’ sole 
responsibility is to provide a refund without any other 
liability whatsoever. Andiamo Team, Inc. is not responsible 
for any other travel arrangements affected due to our 
cancellations. Operator further will have no responsibility 
for any conjunction tickers, non-refundable or otherwise.

Travel Protection Plan: 
We recommend that you purchase Travel Protection which 
is available from Andiamo Team, Inc. or your travel agent 
directly.

Notices: 
Any notice required under this agreement shall be in writing 
and may be delivered in person or by certified mail. If sent 
by certified mail, the notice should be sent to Andiamo 
Team, Inc., 614 Delafield Avenue, Staten Island, New York 
10310, business address.

Brochure/Website Disclaimer:
Andiamo Team is not responsible for any typographical or 
printing error.

Entire Agreement: 
This agreement may not be changed except in writing 
signed by both parties.

Waivers: 
The failure of either party hereto to enforce at any time any 
of the provisions or terms of this agreement shall not be 
construed to be a waiver of such provisions or terms, nor 
of the right of any party thereafter to enforce such term or 
provision.

Severability: 
Should any part of this Agreement be declared invalid, 
such decision shall not affect the validity of any remaining 
portion which remaining portion shall remain in force 
and effect as if this agreement has been executed with the 
invalid portions eliminated, and it is hereby declared the 
intention of the parties that they would have executed the 
remaining portion of this agreement without including any 
such part, which may for some reason hereafter be declared 
invalid.

Governing Laws: 
This agreement shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State of New York and the 
venue for any action will be Richmond County, New York.

A N D I A M O  T E R M S  &  C O N D I T I O N S
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contact us at +1.718.524.0490  
or toll free at +1.888.914.4100  

info@goandiamo.com 

Andiamo Team, Inc. | Staten Island, NY 10310 
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CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL SPECIALIST
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